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A Travel Story In Five Episodes—Cost of Living
In the Province of Quebec
(By The Roving Reporter—Third Installment)

*
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8ecure the three things, virtue.
]
— wealth and happiness, they will ••• |
•* serve as a staff ln old age. —
••• Tamil

•••

FLOUNDER FISHING
f

The fish business is booming at
Southwest Harbor just now, and last
week more than 16.000 pounds of
flounders were shipped from the
wharf of the Addison Packing Com
pany. bringing the highest price paid
in years. One fisherman is reported

We met P. Durand at the Pierreville toll bridge, midway between
Nicolet and Sorel. This time the
title was plain "Mister" and not
Monsieur. It was quite a relief after
to have netted more than $100 a day 1 journeying through French territory
for several days. The other day Louis half a day to meet up with somebody
Kurtz of New York came by airplane who could talk the good old English
language and answer the several
to look after his fish interests.
hundred questions with which Ed
Gonia and I were surcharged.
OCTOBER SPECIAL!
This toll bridge which is 2100 feet
long, was formerly manned by a
All Croquignole

French crew, but the change, with
Mr. Durand in charge, is one that is
bound to please English speaking
tourists. This extremely courteous
and obliging official has six assist
ants.
I had a consuming curiosity to
know what it costs to live in Canada,
and first I asked about the price of
meats. Mr. Durand told me that good
beef steaks sold as low as 10 cents a
pound, and at our luncheon later in
the day we ate splendid samples
which the proprietor said cost her 22
cents.' And here were some of the
other meat prices: Pork steak, 13
cents; veal steak. 8 cents; ham. 15
to 22 cents; lamb, 7 cents; lamb
steak. 10 cents.

What Some Commodities Cost
Other commodities commanded the
following prices, according to Mr.
Durand: Butter, 27 cents; eggs, 22
cents; sugar, 5 cents; bread, two
pounds for 8 cents; rice 5 cents;
maple syrup, $1.25 for an Imperial
Permanents only $2.00
gallon; flour, $2.80 tor a hundred
OPEN UNTIL NOVEMBER 1ST
For a Limited Time Only
pound bag; com flour, $2.75; oats, 36
Get Yours Now At This
"RUTH’S”
pounds for 40 cents; cheese, 15 cents;
Amazingly Low Price!
Ruth Barter. Prop.
three cans of tomatoes. 25 cents;
LITTLE BEAUTY SHOP
HOT LOBSTER STEW, SALADS
Golden
Bantam corn, three cans for
598 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
AND SANDWICHES. PASTRY
TEL. 1064-M
125*lt
25
cents.
Tel. 8035
Tenant's Harbor, Me.
The prices per pound for fresh
118-129
fish were: Yellow pike, 10 cents
grass fish, 8 cents; red fins, 6 cents;
WE BUY
millet. 3 cents; sturgeon. 10 cents
DANCE TONIGHT
perch, 2 cents; bullheads (dressed),
Dressed Hogs. Beef. Lamb and Veal.
We sugar rure and smoke your hams, ARMORY BALL ROOM
10 cents; cat fish, 8 cents.
Eddie Whalen’s Music
shoulders and bacon.
Soft wood sells at $6 a cord, and
C. H. RICE COMPANY
Dancing 8.30 to 12.00
hard dry wood at $8.
Tillson Avenue
Rockland, Me.
Admission 25c
"What about wages’” I asked.
121-132
125*It
Mr. Durand was also well posted on
that subject. He said that laborers
on the road were paid 27 cents an
hour; farm workers. 30 to 38 cents,
with board; store clerks, $700 to $1200
a year; carpenters. 35 to 45 cents;
section
men on the railroad. 35 cents.
Water will be shut off at 8 o’clock tonight (Saturday).
Eight hour days.

WARREN WATER TAKERS!

All users are advised to shut off water in the cellar.

WARREN WATER SUPPLY CO.

Apple Day
Sponsored by Rockland Rotary Club

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17
Buy An Apple For a Dime—Or More!
Proceeds Benefit Rockland High School Athletics
THANK YOU!

125-lt

FOOTBALL MONDAY
Today’s Scheduled Game Postponed
ROCKLAND HIGH
vs.
MORSE HIGH OF BATH

COMMUNITY PARK, MON., OCT. 18-2.30 P. M.
ADMISSION 25c, 35c

125-lt

DIVINE HEALING
HEAR WHAT THE BIBLE SAYS ABOUT—
SHRINE CURES
FAITH HEALERS

FAKERS
DOES GOD HEAL THE SICK IN OUR

MODERN AGE?

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 18—7.30 P. M.
GRAND ARMY HALL,

Toll Bridge Prices
Defense de trotter reads one of the
toll-bridge signs, and it means that
there must be no trotting on the
bridge The toll for crossing Pont
! Lapierriere is 25 cents. The bill of
prices for various forms of transpor| tation were thus listed on the back
of a report sheet which Mr Durand
loaned me for "copy" paper; Bleus,
15c; Jaunes. 20c; Verts. 25c; Bruns
| 30c; Roses. 40c; Rouges. 60c; Do. 75c;
I Ltvrets de 10. $2; Llvrets de 20. $3;
■ Llvrets de 50. $5
i Some of you readers may know
what that means, but I pass, as the
feller said.
An observant eye can record much
of interest in a trip like this, even if
the rain is falling in torrents.
Why Pork Is Cheap
It was easy, for instance, to under
stand why pork prices are so reason
able in the Province of Quebec, be
cause in every farm yard there were
scores of hogs—handsome hogs, if I
may be permitted to use an adjective
which the farmer would understand.
They roamed at will over-running
lawns, pastures and even the high
ways. And this recalls an incident
which occurred around midnight as
we were wending our way un the
Chaudiere valley. A white object
loomed ahead of us in the road, and
looked rather grotesque as it rumi
nated in the middle of the highway.
The white object was a hog which
would probably have tipped the
scales at 200 pounds. He refused to
move and as possession is nine points
of the law, we made the necessary
detour and passed on. I wondered
as we rode along, if that wasn't how
the familiar expression “road hog''
originated.
Mr. Durand told us that we were
passing through one of the oldest
Indian reservations in this country,
occupied by 320 Abenakis, whose
means of livelihood was basket work.
A building on the reservation is 200
years old

(Continued on Page Five)

ROCKLAND
CLOSING DANCE

(PARKING SPACE FOR CARS)

AT

125*lt

LAKEHURST
Saturday, Oct. 17
From 8.00 to 12.00

Forrest Smith and Orch.

SEAPLANE FLIGHT, 1.00
All Day Sunday, October 18
Rockland Public Landing
Telephone 8090
INTER-CITY FLYING SERVICE, Inc.
124*125

Plan to have one more good timr

TURNIPS
RUTABAGA
Will keep all winter

$1.00 Per bu. Delivered
SMALL & RACKLIFF
247 Maverick Street
Rockland, Me.
Tel. 83
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At noon dinner was served to the
workers at Harold Corthell’s cot
tage. By nightfall the sills had
been laid for the main building.
The following week the group of
volunteers went to work again
rafting lumber and building and by
A movement which seems destined to revolutionize the winter activities of Knox County, and which
nightfall the floor timbers were in
will undoubtedly spread to other sections of the State, has been inaugurated at Hosmer’s Pond by enthusi
and part of the floor laid.
astic citizens of Camden, and under the direct sponsorship of the Camden Outing Club.
Last Sunday a still larger group
Forty-five acres of land on the northern side of the lake are being converted into a winter sports area,
showed up and by nightfall after
in the center of which is arising, almost over night,, a lodge house which will have modern equipment, and
a very strenuous day with 35 car
evcntuall)- furnish a delightful retreat for those who go to Hosmer’s Pond to enjoy the winter sports.
penters working and many laborers
1 he lodge represents the splendid Camden spi rit which has been responsible for so many successes
passing up the material, the floor,
there, for the work is being done voluntarily, and much of the equipment has already been pledged. A
posts, girders and plates of the main
reporter of The Courier-Gazette who visited the scene of activities yesterday afternoon was treated to a
building were in place. One wing
demonstration of this patriotism when A. H. (Skip) Parsons volunteered to take charge of the plumbing,
had the sills, floor, studs and plates
he and his men contributing the labor and much of the material. Camden enterprises know what it
in place ready for roof rafters and
means to have “Skip” Parsons lined up with them; yet this is only an instance of the manner in which
the other wing was ready for the
Camden citizens are putting their shoulders to the wheel.
studding. The building has been
The proposition is not wholly confined to Camden support, however.
The reporter saw John
going up as if by magic and never
Pomeroy taking an active interest in proceedings, and had his assurance that the Roekland Chamber ot
have men worked harder. The con
Commerce has aligned itself solidly in favor of the Hosmer’s Pond winter sports area, and is going to do
struction of the main building is
everything in its power to help make the matter a success.
very heavy as a great deal of 8x10
1 he unlooked for triumph of last year’s winter carnival is what set the promoters to thinking. They saw a commonplace and informal timber is Used. Two or three more
program bringing to that resort more than 8000 persons in two days, and it did not require a great deal of mathematical science to show that a real working days will sec the whole
winter sports carnival with a real winter sports plant would mean marvel ous things to Camden and to Rockland where many visitors from outside building 80 feet long practically
would be obliged to seek food and lodgings during the carnival.
completed.
With this brief preface, let Eugene C. Rich, the dynamic president of the Camden Outing Club tell the story.
During the day Gov. Barrows
visited the project and endor|sed
During the past winter Camden
winter sports as Maine’s great new
decided to have a local winter car
opportunity for business and stated
nival covering a period of three
that while he is in office he will do
days. Much to the amazement of
everything he can to foster it.
everyone concerned over 10,000
The Kiwanis, Rotary and Lions
people were present during that
Clubs of Rockland have been ad
period. It was then decided that
dressed regarding the project for
there must be something to this
this section as well as the directors
Winter Sports activity and a per
of the Chamber of Commerce. They
manent organization was formed to
are wholeheartedly behind it and
see what could be done about build
the Chamber of Commerce is plan
ing up an area that would serve this
ning to put on a membership drive
whole region during the entire win
and stimulate the sale of gift ball
ter and act as a stimulus to business
tickets to help it along. The Cham
during the time of year when it is
ber of Commerce of Rockland feels
most needed.
that the whole project is one of the
A committee was formed and
finest things that has come up in
plans presented for one of the most
vears to benefit this section.
complete winter projects in NewThe dues of the Outing Club have
England. The Maine Development
been kept ridiculously low for it is
Commission was contacted and was
the desire of the Club to have every
very much interested for it has been
one able to join. The dues for one
anxious for a number of towns in
year are less than the prices charged
Maine to develop winter sports ac
for one day's use of other winter
tivities so that they could advertise
sports areas and no place offers the
them nationally. After many con
variety of activities that will be of
ferences the following conclusion
fered in this area. Dues are only
was reached.
$1. a year for adults and 50 cents
Maine has been five years behind
for children and they include use
the other New- England States in
of the House and facilities of the
this respect and has lost millions of
club throughout the winter.
This plan of the proposed winter sports area at Hosmer's Pond may not mean much to the novice;
dollars worth of business. Among
The w-hole project will be of in
visit that resort any Sunday and see what is going on.
other States, New Hampshire and
estimable benefit to this section of
Vermont have been outstanding
Maine for as it becomes known and
each end. The building is of very sizes of ski jumps will be laid out
A membership drive was held and
examples of accomplishment in this
famous as the years go by our ho
heavy construction with enormous for children as well as a skating hooks of tickets for a gift ball with
respect. For tears they have been
tels, rooming houses, garages, eating
area for children.
.
a Plymouth car as prize were put
developing large winter sports areas, beams plainly in sight.
places and businesses of all and
The
interior
is
to
he
panelled
A
class
of
10
or
12
foot
icetoats
on
sale as a means of raising money
issuing maps show-ing the location
every type cannot help but benefit.
w-ith
knotty
pine
and
antiqued
as
will
be
formed
with
a
limited'sail
to
purchase
material
for
the
projand facilities of each and arranging
New money brought into this sec
for snow trains covering three-day w-ell as the furnishings that will be! area so that for mof sport can be ject. The Camden Fire Depart tion benefits everyone directly or
built locally. On each end of the enjoyed. A track will be laid out' ment offered to construct the main
weekends to the one day excursion
main building will be wings each on the ice for horseracing and a I building. Two local contractors indirectly.
trip. Hundreds of summer hotels
The Camden Guting Club is
18x20. In one wing will be a kit- committee is working on arranging Offered to ask their men to volunhave put in heating plants and are
officered as follows:
chen and rest room for men and a schedule for the coming winter, teer to build the wings of the
now staying open during the winter
President, Eugene C. Rich; first
women. The other wing will con- Railroads have been contacted and building, truckmen offered the servmonths because of winter business.
vice president, George VV. Dyer;
tain a waxing and drying room for snow trains can be brought here as ice of themselves and trucks free,
Towns that ordinarily hibernate for
second vice president, Josiah Hobbs;
antique men to antique the at
the winter are now scenes of bust skis, a locker room for skis, tobog- soon as the area is completed,
treasurer, T. Jenness French; sec
tractive
furniture
that
will
be
built
Everything that has been done
ling activity. In one case a man gans and skates and a small office.
retary, Francis Merchant; executive
The Lodge will be kept open day has been entirely through volunteer by volunteers, masons to build the
converted his henhouse into an at
committee, George VV. Pullen,
fireplaces, granite for the fireplaces
tractive bunk house where he puts and evenings during the winter labor. During the summer engiGeorge H. Thomas, Albert E.
was offered by Booth Bros, plumb
up Outing Clubs over weekends, months and fcxid will be available neers have surveyed the whole area
Whitehill, E. Hamilton Hall, J.
at all times.
and made accurate blueprints of ers to do the plumbing, electricians
much to his profit.
Hugh Montgomeryfi Harold S.
Profitables and elevations have everything projected. An architect to wire the building, painters to
Due to changing social and eco
Corthell, Donald H. Rollins, and
designed the Lodge building. One stain and do the necessary painting,
nomic conditions and the fact that been taken for an electric ski tow
Percy R. Keller.
of the leading winter sports engi- women to serve meals, a farmer
which
will
serve
to
take
skiers
up
most States have inaugurated sales
taxes and income taxes a great
REQUEST GRANTED
many people are seeking a State such
as Maine in which to establish their
Award of the contract for the Deer
permanent residence. Our State
Isle Bridge by Nov. 16 will be re
has everything to offer except during
garded as complying with Public
the winter season and, by a winter
Works Administration ultimatum
program properly carried out the
that work must be started on the
appeal to people will be universal,
project to hold the allocation of
more people of means will wish to
federal money. Horatio Hackett, As
have their home here, and our tax
sistant PWAdmtnistrator, said Tues
burden will be lightened and busi
day. This is conditioned on activity of
ness throughout the State greatly
the bridge district and PWA
stimulated. Already the trend in
will not stand for any dilly-dallying
this direction has been in evidence
on the project, said Hackett.
during the past year.
He said that the request of the dis
As plans for the Camden Outing
trict to extend time for actually
Club were formulated one point be
starting work till Dec. 1 had been
came quite clear. It should defi
granted.
nitely not became a local proposi
PWA has approved allocation of
tion. 'Phe area should serve the
$315,000 grant and $385,000 loan to
whole Penobscot region and co-op
the Deer Isle-Sedgwick Bridge Dis
eration of all surrounding towns
trict for the project. This. Hackett
asked for and gratefully accepted.
pointed out. is a large allocation of
Everything that has been done so
PWA money for Maine, other larger
far has been from a national basis
States having received less.
in order that people might be at
tracted from all over the country.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Fortunately a piece of land was
OLD OCTOBER
found that is ideally suitable for
winter sports. An area of approxi
Old October's purt‘ nigh gone.
And the frosts Is cornin' on
mately 45 acres has been purchased
Little heavier every day—
Like our hearts is thataway!
which combines a sloping terrain for
Leaves is changin' overhead
skiing and tobogganing, a surface
Back from green to gray and red.
Governor-elect Lewis O. Barrows paid a personal visit to the scene of activities. Here he is, smiling, in the
Brown
and yeller. with their steins
suitable for a skating rink and park
Loosenin'
on the oaks and e'ms;
center of a happy group of volunteer workers.
And
the
balance of the trees
ing space, and a natural beauty diffi
Olttln' balder every breeze—
cult to surpass in the East. The
Like the heads we re scratchtn' on!
property located at the upper end of on the mountain to a trail head neers of the country looked over offered chicken for one of the din Old October's purt' nigh gone.
I love Old October so.
Hosmer Pond includes a great deal from which several ski trails will the project and stated that of all ners served there Sunday to the
I can't bear to see her go—
of shore frontage and the land slopes diverge and are laid out to suit the areas he has seen in the East, volunteers and men and motors to
Seems to me like Iosin' some
relative er chum—
upwards towards Ragged Moun skiers of all degrees of skill. The considering all the potential pos run the boats across the lake. Elec Old-home
'Pears like sorto' settln' by
Some old friend ‘at sigh by sigh
tain. Having a northern exposure trails have all been laid out. Two sibilities, that nothing compared trical engineers from the Central
Was a-passln' out o' sight
it is directly exposed to our snow toboggan chutes have been laid out with this area and if handled prop Maine offered their services Jo de
Into everlastln' night!
Hlckernuts a feller hears
bearing winds and consequently re which will be made of wood and erly it could readily become famous sign the ski tow. Offers for every
Rattlin' down Is more like tears
Drappln' on the leaves below—
assistance have been made.
ceives heavier falls than places di run on to the lake for an indefinite throughout the country and attract type
I love Old October so!
thousands of people here. During
Sunday Sept. 7 a large group of
rectly sheltered by the hills or distance.
Can t tell what It Is about
In front of the Lodge will be an the past ten years skiing has been volunteers arrived at the Pond.
mountains from such winds.
Old October knocks me out!—
I sleep well enough at night—
During the spring and summer enclosed hockey rink which will be made a major sport in most schools Thousands of feet of lumber were
And the blamedest appetite
Ever mortal man possessed.—
plans were made and drawn for a illuminated at night and in which and colleges hence the tremendous loaded on a home made raft and
Last thing et. It tastes the best!—
very elaborate Lodge House, one of games can be played by league teams growth in the sport in recent years.. towed across the pond with outWarnuts. butternuts, pawpaws.
'lies and limbers up my Jaws
the few in the country on a Com that will be formed. A large skat From the proposed ski trails a view' boards and passed up over the bankFer raal service, slch as new
Pork, sparerlbs. and sausage, too—
munity project. The main build ing area will be kept clear at all may be had of the ocean, lake and ing to the site of the building. Men
Ytt. fer all. they's somepln' 'bout
ing is to be 40 feet long by 25 feet times for adults. At one side a mountains; a condition existant in J cleared away and leveled the ground
Old October knocks me out'
—James Whltcomh Blley
wide with an enormous fireplace at small toboggan slide and several no other place,
and worked like beavers, all day.

Winter Sports Project, Hosmer’s Pond
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The Lord is far from the wicked:
but he he&reth the prayer of the
righteous. —Prov. 15: 29.

Mr. Roosevelt's Appeal to Class
Hatred is a Violation ot Xmerica's Creed ot Equality
By Nicholas Roosevelt
For the National Republican Builders. Inc.

FOB PRESIDENT

ALF M. LANDON
of Kansas
For Vice President

Every-Other-Day
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No candid student of politics questions the effectiveness and "smartness'1
of President Roosevelt's deliberate attempt to set class against class in this
country. But no one truly concerned with America's welfare can help de
ploring this attempt.
Complaint does I
not come alone I
from the-RepublicZ oXl I

has inspired class hatred because it
13 tne easiest, way oi winning me
support of those on whom h* must
rrty
* ^-elected He does not

Huah S Johnsor

see that much 0811 be done for lhe

At The High School
(By the Pupils)

and sixth acts with an explanation
of his little actors and how he mana
ges them. According to hls demon
stration. one must be a combination
of a ventriloquist and Tschaikowsky
to manipulate them correctly. The
equipment, scenery, effects and
marionettes used by Mr. Clemens are
personal creations and he is one of
the few who operates an entire pro
duction unassisted.
The Puppet
Masters program was a new type for
the high school and I, for one. hope
there are more like it.—James East.

"The Mannerly Claude,” a oneact play, was presented by the 8-3
division at Wednesday's Junior High
assembly, under the direction of Miss
Hagar, with this cast: "Jeanette,”
Doris Gattl; "Leonora," Lena Cuccinelto; "Rose.'' Barbara Seaman;
♦Virginia." Mary Lamb; "Cassie”
Mary Anastasia; "Miss Clovely,”
Jeanette Saunders; "Neal," James ,
Moulaison; "Claude" Harold TolSuperintendent Cumming has been
man. The stage manager was Rich- , 'Siting classes here this week
• • • •
ard Brown, assisted by Harry Rlchi
.
i Boy Scout Troop No. 203 met
„V
ewnin« at thiz “bool. At
«”«<>• was followed
Qf
bug]e

' SlngmB

' 1

* 00

a re nee ,tlarched from its respectiW room to

They are now designing and drawing
up their cabinet project which soon
will be under way. With last year's
background, and with the variety of
Interesting projects that are being
developed on paper, it looks as if the
manual arts department will have
an exhibit next spring that will make
last years exhibit look like a second
hand shop.
• • • •
The seniors were hosts last evening
at a school social which was well at
tended by pupils, parents, and teach
ers. As a feature of the entertain
ment a musical group composed of
Eleanor Look, Betty McAlary, Muriel
McPhee. Maizie Joy, Margaret Osier,
Margaret McMillan, Vieno Kangas,
Priscilla Robinson, Charleen Ramsdell, Helvi Rivers, Barbara Orff, and
June Cook with Mary Havener. Edith
Dondis. and Virginia Gray singing
"The Way You Look Tonight ' was
given, with Ernest Johnson at the
piano. A pantomime "Miss Populari
ty” directed by Mr. Levensaler was
presented by members of the senior
class. Eddie Whalen's six piece
orchestra provided music for the dancing.
• • • •
Today is Apple Day sponsored by
the Rockland Rotary Club and ln j
charge of Russell Nash. Buy an apple '
for a dime or more with proceeds for
the benefit of the R. H. S. Athletic
Fund!
• • • •
—
At a pep rally Friday afternoon the
school was delighted to hear James
Connellan and John Richardson, as
guest speakers, who predicted success,
gave encouragement, and advised at
tendance at today's game.

of N.R.A. "crack- , d€preaSed classes, as his followers____ t
, the gym. After the opening cere
I like to speak of them, without tear- j wre led by LucUte Connor.
mony. a quarter of an hour was given
down" fame, in ing down the successful. What is '
Mathe’s0’n* J being
] to test passing. At the business
of Illinois
commenting
on
needed is a process of building. What
President Roosein his physical education classes by meeting William Weed and Joseph
FERNALD GETS JUMP
veils address on Mr Roosevedt offers is the destruc- thes* upperclassmen; j^y McAlary. Anastasio were voted into the troop,
the state of the tive foree of envy and hat«' pander Elizabeth Till, Stella Young. Ruth Vt€r -------------------playtn« «ames' ~
the------------meetln<
Pike. Dorothy Welch. Charleen ended wlth th« closin& ceremony
nation last Janu ing to greed.
But Will Probably Not Have
* * * a
ary described that
Ramsdell. Kenneth Morgan. Vernetey
the Field Alone Two V ears
Economic
Geography
classes
TO BENEFIT COUNTY
document as a “rabble rouser' and a
Black, Tony Murgita, Fred LaCrosse,
taught by Miss Tower have completed
Hence
j "deliberate appeal to passion." As if
I Domenick Cuccinello. Charles Dortheir study of drought conditions
this were not enough he said it was Municipal Officers of All 1 gan. and William Karl
which have so seriously affected
There was nothing unexpected in "the joy of every advocate of class
Towns Are Organizing
Highliw published by the
regions of the Middle
the announcement that Senator Roy hatred here and in Russia and
Press Club, will be on sale next week , West' 'rhe Bread Baske: of the U'
For Mutual Aid
L. Fernald of Waldo County would made President Roosevelt "chief of
«...
8." The final reports on this study
seek the Republican nomination for , the faction discontent."
Of extreme importance to all Knox
The work of The Maine School are “me unusually good notebooks
Governor in 1940. It had been well
The former Democratic Governor County is the newly formed Knox clinics for the prevention of tuber- including topics on “Effect of the
understood for nearly two years that of Massachusetts, Mr. Joseph B. Ely, j county Municipal Officers' Associa- j culosis of the lungs In this school Drouth on Entire Country” and
he planned to take this step. The in summarizing the Roosevelt record, yon which it is hoped will eventu- has beer, begun, this week.
This "Restoration
andConservation
.real announcement of the Fernald said that we have been witnessing ayy lnciu(je in its membership all ! service Is given to those who desireplans." Hester Hatch wrote an apcandidacy came about the time the | "the strongest appeal to class hatred the officers of all the county's towns. it, without expense.
propriate poem; Eleanor Barnard's
Legislature of 1935 assembled. At , ever practiced in America."
• • • *
Thus far representation is held bynotebook Is composed of pages cut out
This sort of thing is common in eight towns and this city.
that time the Waldo Senator made
"Football for the Fans" was the as maps of U. 6.; Vallie MacLaughIt known in a definite announcement other countries. It has usually been
The object of the association is to title of a talking picture given in the lin's report was selected as best for
that he was aiming at the Gover part of the technique of revolutions. secure information and action on all auditorium Wednesday morning by- the excellent content, pictures, maps,
Do you want to win a free trip to
norship. that it was his big aspiration For the politician it is one of the matters pertaining to the welfare of Ralph N. Percival, of the sporting and summaries; LeRoy Bohn has a Havana? See next Tuesday's paper,
to hold that office. At the time he easiest weapons to use. Envy, jeal Knox County. A united front com goodb department of The James poster with a large map of the drouth —adv.
made it equally clear that he had no ousy and resentment of other people's mands more respect and attention in Bailey Company of Portland. In this section in center, bordered by four
intention of being a candidate this good fortune is too common a trait any
than
the disorgan- picture, the wedge play, the kicking smaller maps showing rainfall of1
WE BUY
year, though it was known that some , to be ignored in chasing power
game, deception plays, the forward region crops, animals, and dams. 1
of his admirers and political follow- through votes,
pass, and penalties were described by other reports rated highly for their
ers were urging him to do so,
j But here in America it has never
Coach Howard Jones of the Univer- drawings, clever arrangement, or ex-1 CLARENCE E. DANIELS
Without making a definite state- before been more than a sectional
JEWELER
sity of Southern California with the cellent content were made by Evelyn
ROCKLAND
ment Senator Fernald let the im- matter. The West has always disleading teams of last season and Bragg. Alice Kent. Maxine Kent.1 !?• MAIN ST,
pressioa go abroad that he planned I trusted and resented the East, and
thelr coaches giving demonstrations. Natalie Orne. Virginia Wood. Doro-'
to seek a second term in the Sen- 111 times of depression has conjured
The student bodies of both the Senior thy Brewer, Velzora Hickman. Robert
and Junior High were privileged to HaU, Vivian Oakes. Ruth Oliver. |
ate. as he has done, and then go UP vlsions of Eastern “moneyed inafter the governorship, which would terests trying to “oppress" the West,
see this educational film, and, in the Margaret Osier. Elizabeth White,
bring him into the field in 1940.
! But no one lried to set income group
event that the school earns a talk- oalla Hickman. Theodore 'Benner, j
Every move of the session of 1935 a?ainst lncome
Not even ,
ing movie projector and equipment Bernard Berggren. Liflias Young,
which Fernald made was a part of The^*’re Roosevelt's jibes against ,
by selling enough magazines sub- Ercel Simmons. Kathleen Drake |
: "mn’atnetArc
afab 4
c l
scripcions. there will be many more J and Helen Leppanen.
his gubernatorial campaign.
He malefactors of great wealth" was
directed
against
their
wealth
so
much
:
such pleasant occasions in the future.
• • • •
opened a house there, a campaign
• • • •
Rehearsals are taking place, under
headquarters, with a campaign as against their personal misdeeds.
But Franklin D. Roosevelt has
Walter Fischer, formerly of Hano- the direction of Adelaide Cross, for
manager, C. C. Worth, retired busi
adopted different tactics. He has
ver.
N. H. has joined the sophomore j the delightful p T A musical
ness man in charge of the layout.
not only made himself the champion
class.
comedy, "Ship Ahoy,” which will be
He entertained; he did everything
given November 11 and 12. Those
a candidate is supposed to do to of the men and women in the lower
Eleanor Johnson has beer, school
income brackets—a proper and laud
taking part in the dances are: Bar
create prestige and win votes for
stenographer this week. Office boys
able thing—but he has deliberately
bara Derry. Harriet Wooster. Norma
himself.
Included Robert Rogers. Austin
maligned and blackguarded men of
Havener. Virginia Haskell, Barbera
To show his strength his inde- wealth and position regardless of how
Staples. Kenneth Post. John Guptill,
Murray, Jean Clukey, Maizie Joy,
pendence. -he started his famous | they acquired their money. Hence his 1
Neil Russell. Richard Ames, and Paul
filibuster, which was based mostly on attacks on "princes of privilege" and Mayor Leforest A. Thurston who heads York from the Junior Business Ruth Pike, Mary Egan. Kathleen
Chase. Ruth Thomas, Bernice
the idea that he as chairman of a
description 0( the “economic
,he Knox County Municipal Officers j Training classes.
Havener, Anna Pellicanl, Josephine
Association
committee had not been treated just royalists” against whom the AmeriPellicani. Virginia S. Rackliff. Max
The
Senior
and
Junior
High
ly.
can people have to w’age a new war
ine Perry, and Katharine Delano
So. as mentioned, the announce for independence—with himself en- ized efforts of a few representatives. Schools were entertained royally last
The boys' and girls' choruses Include
The
president
of
the
organization
Tuesday
afternoon
by
Paul
Clemens
ment which came shortly after the j listed as their commanding officer
is Mayor Leforest A. Thurston of and his merry Marionettes of Hano- Mary Dodge. Arlene Sprowl. Betty
September election that he was go '"for the duration of the war.”
Rockand
and the next meeting will 1 ver, Maine. Mr. Clemens gave a very Beach. Ruth Packard. Lorraine Rich,
ing into the primary In 1940, was
His mastery of highsounding
be
held
at
"30 p m. next Tuesday ! fine introduction, telling the history Ruth Rogers, Ruth Oliver. Evange
merely a confirmation of something phrases has helped him in this. Few
line Murray. Angelina (D'Agostino,
which had already been announced public men have been more skilled in night in Rockland's City Hall. The , and purpose of these shows In difEthel Hayes, Eleanor Ames. Dorothy
senator
and
representatives-elect
will
[
ferent
times
and
countries
from
the
and was well known.
conveying an impression and creat
be special guests and matters of vita! old morality plays of the church up j Frost. Nathalie Edwards SyMa
As to what the effect of this "an ing an emotion without specifically
Hayes. Prances Hatch. Virginia Tyler,
interest to this section will be dis- I to the present theatre.
nouncement will have it is not easy making charges or being inflamma
Patricia Allen, Suzanne Perry, Nancy
cussed. Regular meetings will be held 1
• • • to say. There are those, no doubt, tory. The tenor of most of his recent
through the winter.
; The puppets gave a dramatization Snow. Ruth Rhodes. Dorothy Sher
who will feel that it gives the Waldo speeches has been that there is now
-----------------1 of Irving's classic, “Rip Van Winkle.” man. Hester Hatch. Richard Haven
county man an edge, that it makes a class war in this country and that
MARGESON ELECTED
wlth the flrst act showing the old er. Edward Storer, James Hayes.
him more certain of winning. It is he stands for all those whose incomes
____
schoolmates telling “Rip" of the George Robishaw, Jack Huke, Fred
all well enough to think that, but are less than $2,500 a year whereas
legend of Hudson and his w:-ie and ( Blackman, Milton Rollins, Harold
there are things to make you wonder all who have more than this are ropular W orld v\ ar
\ et
_
Wool Plmor I.nflrin Earl Rnlrpfnrfh
nine pins; the second, a scene with Heal. Elmer Lufkin. Earl Sukeforth,
against him. The implication is that
if he has been wise.
Lnanimously Chosen By his shrewish wife; the third, a por- Clarence Childs. Richard Karl. Rich
The only edge it gives him is that they are against him because they
Winslow-Holbrook Post | trayal of
me«tlns with Hudson ard Barnard, Henry Dodge. Albert
it makes him the first announced are men of substance, and that as
and his keg of wine. In the fifth he Winchenbach, J mmy Harding, and
candidate. It is doubtful If that will they are against him their motives
The annual meeting of Winslow- wakes up and tells his cronies that Albert Barlow.
• • • •
get him a vote more than as though are sordid and selfish. One of the
Holbrook
Post, A L., Thursday night the story of HendCike Hudson is
he had not come out flatfooted as a corollaries of this is that success and
For the past six weeks the advance
true, and the sixth and last shows
was
enlivened
by
a
contest
for
first
candidate until January 1940. In the the possession of property are in vice commander. These officers were \ his return to his native village and classes in manual training have had
recent primary in Maine Blin W. themselves reprehensible.
his bewilderment at finding every a brief course in mechanical drawing
No thoughtful person q lesttons that chosen: Commander. Gerald U. MarPage of Skowhegan made his an
to enable them to draw and read blue
thing changed.
geson;
first
vice
commander,
Charles
nouncement a few days after the much still remains to be done before
• • • •
prints and to be able to express their
election of 1934. yet Barrows, who did the general level of living is raised
second
com»antler'
Mr. Clemens interposed his fifth own ideas on paper intelligently
not announce until the early part of to a high enough point in this Albert Wallace; adjutant. Gilman
country. No one doubts that many . Seabury; finance officer. Ervin L. Cur1936. captured the prize.
persons have needed a helping hand
chaPlainC. H. Olds; serOne reason for this is that most
and a powerful political champion kc>ant at arms. Emery St. Clair
persons who pledge a man support
Mr. Roosevelt has made himself this Nearly 100 Legionnaires were present
so far ahead, when there is no other
champion
and has used the public at the election.
candidate in the field, either make
The new commander, who has al
a proviso to the effect that if so and !funds t0 help persons out of work
ways been exceptionally popular and
But
in
the
process
he
has
brought
so as a candidate they shal!
active in Winslow-Holbrook Post, had
have to support him. or else, in the America one step nearer the state of
a fine war record. He served with
mind
of
strife-tom
Europe.
Class
event of someone else they like
Battery B. 55th Artillery, C.A.C.. and
coming into the battle, inform you consciousness is the prelude to class
the First Army Artillery, serving
hatred,
and
class
hatred
is
indisthat they must withdraw their
pensible if there is to be class war Overseas from March, 1918, to Janu
promise.
fare. On class warfare depends a suc ary. 1919. participating in the follow
Today, Fernald, as the only an
ing engagements: Oise-Aisne. Meusecessful revolution.
nounced candidate, is sitting pretty,
That Mr. Roosevelt desires such a Argonne. Vesle-Aisne and in the De
but it is a safe gamble that before
revolution is not to be believed. Very fensive Sector. He was discharged
the primary in June 1940, hell have
probably he has no idea that his Feb. 6, 1919.
You wouldn't think of lighting your home
plenty of opposition and you can't
The new officers will be installed
course leads in this direction. But
pick winners at this time. —Sam
with candles—faint, flickering tallow
the fact is inescapable that in incit next Thursday night by Department
Connor in the Lewiston Journal.
sticks, to be carried from room to room.
Vice
Commander
Leslie
Dyer
of
Vi

ing class feeling he is striking at one
You prefer to snap a switch and hove
of the fundamental tenets of the nalhaven. An excellent supper will
NOTICE TO MARINERS
on instant bloze of light.
American people—that here there are be served and a very pleasant evening
no class barriers and that a man may is in prospect for the buddies.
Cash is about as bothersome and out
Mount Desert Light Station—Im rise to the highest office that govern
of
date for paying bills as candles are
provement in signals to be made ment or industry can offer him, hav
SUPPORTS THE BISHOP
for lighting. Why use it?
about Oct. 19. Intensity of light will ing started from poverty and humble
Pay by check. It it quick, safe, easy,
be increased to 200,000 candlepower. origins.
The Maine Council of Religious
Fog Signal will be changed to an
economical. A pen and a check book are
If Mr. Roosevelt were to analyze I Education wired Bishop Benjamin
air diaphragm horn, sounding a group the lives of the successful men in Brewster in Chicago that it would
all the tools you need for paying a bill
of two blasts, blast 2 seconds, silent 1 America today he would find that the support his move for an international
any time, anywhere. Your cancelled check
second, blast 1 second, silent 26 great majority came from families peace conference. The Maine Episco
is your receipt. We invite you to open a
seconds.
without wealth or "privilege." A few, pal bishop urged the House of Protes
checking account with this bank.
Radiobeacon and sound signal to of course, Inherited large fortunes. tant Episcopal Bishops at- Chicago
be synchronized for distance finding But Mr. Roosevelt has only to look at to petition President Roosevelt to call
Position: 43 degrees 58 minutes N., his own wealthy schoolmates to see a peace conference of nations signa
68 degrees 08 minutes W.
that few of those who inherited tory to the Kellogg-Briand Peace
It will be appreciated if the results wealth hold positions of power in Pact.
obtained from the use of distance, the country.
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN, UNION, VINALHAVEN, WARREN
Wanted, several persons over 17 to
finding facilities are reported to the
With his customary hazy thinkmg
Superintendent of Lighthouses, 259 and his unerring instinct for the win a free winter cruise to Havana.

FRANK KNOX

OLD GOLD

AND VASTLY NEW VALUE /
Beautiful, yes — but more, this new Glenwood gives you extra
cooking capacity in less apace, a speedier oven and traditional
Glenwood rugged construction.
This model is equipped with elevated warming closet and hot
water reservoir or warming compartment in place of reservoir.
It is available in porcelain enamel or black iron finish.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

When HOT Water is needed
there Ss no substitute!

ii "Too Slow

"Too JQiily • "Too Sotkeuome

PAY BY CHECK

6NJOY HOT

wat€R

Electrically

on the

low

lc rate

ANY family can have lc ELECTRICITY as simply as
this. Just install an automatic storage type water
heater and all the electricity you use over 200 kilowatt
hours (you probably are using this amount now for
lights, refrigeration, and cooking) is BUT lc A KWH.i

■tktksiat.
AUTOMATIC

Electric WATER

HEATERS

Shown at the left is THE VOGUE—Hotpoint's new
storage type electric water heater. It gives a con
stant supply of HOT water of 150 degree tempera
ture night and day; 50 gallon capacity and built like a
thermos bottle to insure most economical storage ot
hot water. Come in and let us tell you about the
ONE CENT water heating rate.

CENT
POWE

AIHE
'MPAMY

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

High street, South Portland.

politically expedient, Mr. Roosevelt —adv.

USE lc ELECTRICITY
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Every-Other-Day

IT WAS “STEAMBOAT NIGHT”
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TALK OF THE TOWN
There will be a meeting Sunday at
2.30 at Ingraham Hill chapel.

Sleeper Bible Class will meet Mon
day with Mrs. A. B. Norton, 34 Me
chanic street.
Percy Stanley, Walter Long and
Fred Roller, employes of the Lawrence
Portland Cement Co., are on a hunt
ing trip in Northern Maine.
Rev. H. R. Winchenbaugh has
bought from Alan L. Bird and Mrs.
Maud Stover the Stover house at 179
Main street, and will reside there.

Funeral services for George B
Clark, who died late Thursday night
at his home on Broadway, will be
held Sunday at 2 p. m. Obituary de
ferred.
Election of officers will be held by
the Comrades of the Way Sundaynight at 6 30. and Rev. C. H. Olds will
give another talk ln his series on “Life
Lessons from a Transcontinental
6
Tour.”

Transportation service for children j
attending the Congregational Sunday,
School will be resumed Sunday. Au
tomobiles will call on outer Limerock
street and the Old County road in
time to bring the children to Sun-'
day School, which begins at 9 30 a.ni. j
GAME POSTPONED

The Morse High-Roclkand
High football game scheduled
for this afternoon has been
postponed to Monday, Oct. 19
2.30 at Community Park.

Joseph H. Murray, the suspect
brought from Aroostook County, was
released by Sheriff Ludwick yester
day. A thorough grilling convinced
the officers that he had nothing to do
with the murder of Mrs. Ada Mills
of Camden.
A fair sized audience at Rockland
High School Wednesday saw the flrst
showing of the Lions Festival Nights,
the King s Ambassadors Quartet being
the entertainers. The applause from
the audience and comments from
music lovers indicated that this was
an excellent program. The quartet
numbers were varied and of super
lative quality. The solos were ex
ceptionally well sung, while the bell
ringing ranked peerless—how those
four professionals could play! The
selection, “The Bells of St. Mary"
was alone worth the price of the en
tertainment.
An important matter of policy was
approved by the general committee
of the new Community Building at
its Thursday night meeting to the
effect that the Rockland High School
should have preference over other
groups in the use of the new audi
torium which it is hoped will be ready
for use before Christmas. The new
auditorium lends itself admirably to
basketball and athletic drills with
about 1000 permanent seats and a
standard floor. By some this move is
thought to presage the cutting up of
the small gym at the High School
building into class rooms to relieve
the existing congestion to some ex
tent. It is thought in some quarters
that the large recreation rooms at
the new building may be used tem
porarily for school purposes to elimi
nate extreme overcrowding.

Two all-expense cruises to Havana
will be given away free.—adv.
Benefit supper 5 to 7 p. m„ Satur
day night at Methodist vestry Boy
Scouts, Epworth League 25 cente.
124-125

KNITTING WOOLS
At attractive price*.
Samples free with new
fall hints. Visit our shop
—open dally.

THOMAS HODGSON
& SONS, Inc.

Concord Worsted Mills
CONCORD, N. H.
108-126

AMBULANCE SERVICE

■
Russell Funeral Home

TEL. 662
» CLAREMONT RT.. ROCKLAND

98tf

And Jolly Crew At the Baptist Men’s League
Enjoyed It To the Utmost

The Baptist Men's League held its j with excellent effect Holman F. Day's
first meeting of the season Thursday i poem, “The Tale of the Kennebec
night, and there was a deoidedly Maria
nautical flavor, both in the appear F. A. Winslow told of early voyages
ance of the vestry and the.character on the old steamer Pioneer, and of
of the conversation.
newspaper connection with the wreck
It was “Steamboat Night" and ing of the City of Rockland on
those who had charge of the affair Northwest Ledge, the less of the
were momentarily transformed into steamer W G. Butman, the loss of the
hardy sea dogs, the other members cement steamer Polias on Old Cilley
serving as interested passengers.
Ledge; and the last trip of the
The location of the pilot house may steamer Belfast.
have been a bit incongruous, but the
John M. Richardson, whose recent
“no admittance” sign savored of steamboat article served as an ad
maritime strictness. Signs indicated mirable booster for "Steamboat Night"
the hurricane deck, saloon deck and told how he had been lured by the
galley, while the port and starboard sea ever since he used to spend his
lights were the real articles.
summer vacations with Capt. Peter
President Frank H. Ingraham, a Richardson on the tug Sommers N.
relative of the late Capt. Otis Ingra- Smith—and incidentally how he came
ham, one time commodore of the Bos- j near being hurled overboard when he
ton and Bangor fleet, appeared tem undertook to scoop a pail of water
porarily as captain, and at the cap from the sea. He was on board the
tain's table sat that gallant old tar, Smith when it arrived early on the
Capt. David Haskell. Edward CB. scene of the City of Rockland's disGonia, Almon B. Cooper formerly j
steamboat agent at North Haven; and 1
John M. Richardson, formerly an em- j
ploye of the Vinalhaven & Rockland J
Steamboat Co., now turned marine
historian.
Captain Ingraham sounded two:
bells for supper, the gong on which ,
UC.
the signal was sounded having for- ,
Muslcal Merry.Maker*
merly done duty on the ill-fated tug I 5
An Evening of—
Irvington which rests beneath the |
waters on the southern edge of Knox
Neapolitan Airs, European Folk Songs. American Classics, the Great
Pietro Mordrlia and His Daughter Flora on the Piano Accordion.
County. When the tug was aband
Flora won the All New England Beethoven Prize for Voice two years
oned the bell was removed, and has (
Ed Gonia steered ten steamers
ago, her charming personality and sopiano voice always a real
since done duty on the local tug John
delight.
Chester Morrison.
Life on the ocean wave would be aster at Northwest Ledge. Referring
COMING CCT. 28—
ideal if they always served meats as to his connection with the Vinalhaven
good as the one which the women & Rockland Steamboat Co., he vigor
folks provided on this occasion. There ously defended the Bodwell's speed
In a Thrilling Show
might, however, be considerable re record. Speaking of his amassed
steamboat material he told of having
sulting mal de mer.
“UP FROM THE BOTTOM OF THE SEA’’
55 ships in his collection. Eloquently
When
supper
was
concluded
oppor

Watch for detail—a show you cannot afford to miss seeing
tunity was given to examine the many descriptive was his reference to the
| scores of steamboat photographs last trip of the Belfast.
COMING NOV. 4—
Almon B. Coopers reminiscences
i which had been assembled from many
The Modern Comedy
quarters, but chiefly from the elabo- were product of 15 years in Penob
I rate collections of Frank H. Ingraham scot Bay steamboat service at North
j and John M. Richardson. An album. Haven He recalled the packet Grey
A Competent Professional Cast
I once the property of the late Capt. hound and the Sylvia—the latter pre
Otis Ingraham was examined with sented to Capt Philbrook. and later
sold to the Vinalhaven & Rockland
much interest.
ALL THREE ENTERTAINMENTS, 75c
{ Two new members were admitted to Steamboat Co. He reviewed briefly
BUY YOUR TICKET TODAY’
j the League—Supt. George J. Cumming the competition between the lines
,
...
J
and Gerald E. Beverage of North owning the Gov Bodwell and Vinal
mark
• j • . .u
The Hospital Auxiliary is holding a , Next, week, will undoubtedly
„ i. ,
i Haven—shanghaied into the "crew, haven and said that no craft ever
Ramsdell Packing
. ,
,
food sale today on the third fleor of the close of the
, . , „
,, one might almost say. Special guests performed more hazardous service
., than did the Vinalhaven, when Capt
the Senter Crane store. Mrs. Rus Co.'s season, which, the owners smll- 1 were Arthur Robinson and Donald
ingly announce, was far more sue
sell Bartlett is chairman.
Alvah Barbour was master “He would
Matheson.
cessful than last season.
chew
a whole plug of Spearhead tosaid
he
began
his
Capt. Haskell
seafaring career at the age of 13. and Ibacc° on one triP'" said Mr Co°PCT
American Legion Auxiliary Sewing
The committee on “Grabs" for the it must have been that early in order
Capt. Ingraham read a latter from
Circle meets with Mrs. Anne Alden
Monday afternoon at her home on T Relief Corps Fair Will sponsor a beano to provide the proper background for Capt. Barbour, now located in Abing
street. Time will be devoted to work party Friday evening at the home of | his many experiences. The Levi ton. Mass., in which the writer told
Mrs. Velma Marsh, Broad street. All I Woodbury's deck was the scene of his of the 106 courses which it was neces
on children's clothing which is much
members and friends are welcome.
apprenticeship. “I have had many sary to run. “I think of the boys now
needed at this time.
hard knocks." said Capt Dave, adding in every bad freeze," said Capt. Bar
The regular meeting of Edwin Libby with that familiar twinkle in his eye bour in conclusion.
A meeting of the Arts and Crafts
Relief Corps will be held Thursday — ‘and lots of fun.'
Capt. Ingraham suggested that Mr.
Society will be held Monday night at
evening for inspection. Preceding the
Gonia tell something about his ex
He
told
how
he
once
navigated
the
the home of Mrs. Evelyn Peaslee.
business session supper will be served steamer J. T. Morse between two periences when he was shipwrecked
Summer street. The new project will
in charge of Mrs. Riah Knight, Mrs. I: rows of yachts while entering North on Robinson's Rock with the Masons,
be "party favors" and there will be
Caroline Stewart and Mrs. Inez Haven harbor in a heavy sea. Ac- adding the information that he was
work on all unfinished articles includ
Packard.
the owner of the Rock.
ing neck ties, canning, etc.
Mr. Gonia had been jotting down
some memoranda on his cuff during
At G.A.R. hall Monday, Ruth May
the meeting and found that he had
THE CARNATION SALE
hew Tent, D.U.V., will begin its ac
served on ten steamers. He recalled
tivities with a rummage sale, doors
some of the humorous incidents in
I am in full sympathy with the
open at 9 a. m. In the afternoon
worthy relief fund objective of
connection with the wreck on Rob
there will be sewing on quilts, at 6
the Carnation Sale to be con
inson’s Reck—for there was humor
o'clock
the
regular
supper
will
be
ducted in this city Saturday. Oct.
as
well as near tragedy on that oc
'
served,
with
business
meeting
fol

24. by the workers of the United
casion. Forty-six Masons were on
lowing.
Spanish War Veterans' Auxiliary
board. Mr Gonia "fired" for a time
Leforest A. Thurston,
J
Mayor, j
on the Gov. Bodwell. He became mate
The following have been nominated
125-126 i for directors of the Chamber of Com
of the Army mine planter Royal T.
merce (election to take place Oct. 23):
Frank, and was its master when the
Lieut. Commander Guy Nicholas, Arthur S. Baker. P. P. Bicknell,
ship came to this port in connection
Dental Corps. US.N. died in the San Charles A. Emery. E. L. Brown, Alan
with the Pelican Day celebration.
Diego Naval Hospital Oct. 15. The L. Bird, Rodney E. Feyler, Alan F.
Later he was transferred to the cable
burial will be in Arlington cemetery McAlary, and John M. Pomeroy. The "(*ould cut circles around the Bod- ship William Graham. Mr. Oonia
well,' ' said Capt. Dave
Oct. 22. Commander Nicholas is sur four receiving the highest vote will be
has a wonderful array of data in con
vived by his wife i Margaret Crockett) chosen.
nection with steamboats and sailing
cording to his veracious account the
and one child. He also leaves a
vessels. If modesty did not prevent
mother and sister in Augusta.
The annual roll call and offering wharf was moved 10 feet, 11\ inches it one of his most interesting stories
service of Littlefield Memorial Church when the Morse swung into it. He would relate how. while master of a
will be held in the vestry Wednesday told also how he beat the Bodwel on mine planter, he saved a steamer
MARRIED
HOLLOWAY-CARVER—At New Haven. night. Supper will be served at 6 one occSsion while in command of from going onto the rocks at the Pa
Conn Sept. 28. Vernon H Holloway,
E. M. Lawrence's boat the Princess. cific entrance of the Panama Canal.
of Toledo. Ohio, and Cdlss Celeste o'clock in charge of the, men of the
Carver, of Vinalhaven
church. Rev. Howard A Welch of The latter was carrying a group of
Throughout this interesting session
Warren, a former pastor, will be the Elks to Vinalhaven. and when some there had been several references to
DIED
guest speaker of the evening. The body offered to bet $100 that the Gov. F. S. Sherman, who was so long and
CONANT—At Rockland. Oct. 16. ML»
offering will go toward the new heater Bodwell could beat the Princess back prominently connected with the
Annie O. Conant
home the sporty passengers were
NICHOLAS—At San Diego, Calif . Oct to be installed in the church.
steamboat industry. Everybody paid
15. Lieut. Commander Ouy Nicholas,
ready to bet $10,000 it couldn't.
formerly of Rockland, aged 47 years
tribute to his fine service.
Capt. Haskell's talk was punctu
burial in Arllnitcn cemetery Oft 22
So modest is he about his achieve
His son. R. S. Sherman, armed with
ated
with
humorous
incidents,
which
ments as an artist that only a few
a collection of steamboat books, added
CARD OF THANKS
I want to thank the people of Rock friends of Henry A. Howard know of came to the surface on Captain In to the reminiscences already given,
land. and to let them know how much his success with water colors. Most of graham's prompting. He told, for in
and said that one of the Pioneer's
I appreciate thelr kindness to my
children and myself. Also I wish to his work with the brush is done at St. stance, how the editor of the Star had houses was to be seen as part of a
thank L. A Walker and Mr and Mrs
Petersburg. Fla., during the winter reported him dead when he went to gouthend structure His story of the
Leonard for thelr kindness to me
•
The Deserted Mother
season and he has brought home some High Island and failed to return next' Cobb Club's trip to Bangor on the
studies which are pronounced re day. The irate captain threatened to steamer Penobscot recalled many inCARD OF THANKS
Wc wish to thank our neighbors and markable as to coloring and accuracy punch the editor's head if he reported
friends for thelr kindness ln our recent by those who have visited the scenes him dead again.
bereavement, for the beautiful flowers
and use of cars
depicted. A surf scene at Sohoodic
County Attorney J. C. Burrows read
Mrs. Elvira Follett and Miss Nellie
is among his most prized possessions.
Follett.

THE MCRDELIA MERRY MAKERS

ROBERT ZIMMERMAN

“CRICKET”

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to extend our heartfelt
thanks to our many friends and rela
tives, both far and near, who by word or
deed, assisted us or shared our grief ln
the recent loss of our loved one
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Beverage. Forest
Milton and Lawrence Beverage Mr nnd
Mrs Charles Beverage, Frank Ames.
Miss Alma Ames.
North Haven

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all those who so
kindly assisted us at the time of the
death of our beloved husband and
father: for the beautiful floral tributes
and other expressions of sympathy: also
the children who sent flowers and per
formed other little acts of kindness
Mrs. Hattie Kenney. Mr and Mrs
Olen Miles, Vernon Kenney.
♦

Huntley-Hill Post Auxiliary elected
these officers last night: President, I
Laura H. Ranlett; senior vice presi
dent, Elizabeth Cormier; junior vice
president. Gladys Hamlin; treasurer,
Helen Johnson; chaplain, Inez Col- I
son; conductress, Laura Boynton; |
guard, Anne Trundy; secretary, Helen
Neild; patriotic instructor, Louise
Beal; historian, Frances Grant; trus
tee for 18 months, Louise Beal; re
porter, Laura Ranlett; colors, Eva
Torrey, Veta Guistin, Edna Hill and
Venice Holbrook.

omoria^

Ambulance Service

BURPEE

j

FURNITURE
COMPANY
Morticians
TF.LS. 450 AND 781-1
361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
119-tf

IN THE CHURCHES
SERMONETTE

David, thc Sheep Tender
A young man was born in Beth
lehem, a little village, in the year
B. C. 1085. He was the youngest
of ten sons. There was nothing
to single him out from his fellows.
He was unknown and poor, yet the
first time he appears in thc annals
of mankind we are introduced to
his whole family.
Saul was king of Israel and tlie
kingdom was no larger than Wales.
David was tending sheep. He
probably knew’ little, if anything,
about the King and certainly the
King knew nothing of the boy.
David was red headed, with bright
eyes and a strong body but short
in stature. He was stamped with
good health for hls out of door life
had given him strength and alert
ness. It is said of him that his
arms were strong enough to break
a bow of steel. He loved music
and nights on the mountain side
he watched his sheep and sang
and played upon his harp.
This boy loved music and he
knew not fear. Only one incident
of his lonely life has come down to
us—his conflict with the lion and
the bear. By and alone, you would
say his chance in life was poor in
deed. Nine older brothers and he
a sheep tender. Under those shep
herd garments was the heart of a
genius. One day his opportunity
came and he stepped into the
pages of history, never to be ob
scure or forgotten again.
God had marked the Shepherd
lad. Today history is being made
faster than in centuries in David's
time. God is reaching for young
men with courage. Perhaps some
young man within reach of this
article, to place him in the ranks
of latter day history.
William A Holman

] County Road to bring children to J “The Source of the Christian
Sunday School. Comrades of the Way 1 Strength" will be the sermon topic by
will meet at 6:30 p. m., for the elec- Rev. Charles A. Marstaller at the
tion of officers and the further plan- Littlefield Memorial Church Sunday
ning of programs for the winter. Mr. morning at 10.30. There will be spe
| Olds will also give another talk in cial music by the Harper sisters and
hls series, "Life Lessons From A a story for the children. Church
school at 11.45; junior C. E. at 5.15
Transcontinental Trip."
p. m , and senior C. E. at 6.15. Praise
• • • •
service
at 7.15 with sermon. "The
At St. Peter's Church <Episcopal)
Sunday services: Holy Eucharist, 9 Soul’s Anchorage.” There will be a
a m.; church school, 9.30; evening trio by Mrs. Mattie Barter, Mrs. 141I lian Lord and Miss Olive Bragg.
; prayer, 730 p. m.
Prayer meeting Tuesday evening at
9 • • •
7 30 o'clock.
Dr. Lowe will occupy the pulpit of
the Universalist Church Sunday
SPRUCE HEAD
morning and preach on the subject of
"The Friendships of Faith.’’ The
Lemuel Tlnney, Stephen Tinney
service hour is 10.45. The church
Rodney McPherson and Alex Phillips
school under direction of Atwood
of Quincy, Mass., spent last weekend
Levensaler will meet at noon.
at the Tinney cottage, Lindenhurst.
Guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
“The Poor, Rich Woman" will be
Charles E. Carr were Mr. and Mrs.
the subject of the sermon at the
Clarence Carr, Mr. and Mrs Lionel
First Baptist Church Sunday morn
ing. The church school with classes Carr, Mrs. Annie Snow and Mr.
for all ages will meet at noon. The | Pritchard ot~ Richmond
Mrs. L. C. Elwell passed Monday
Endeavorer's Inspiration Hour will
i
afternoon
with Miss Sarah Maker.
open at 6 o'clock and will have three I
leaders. The people's evening service ' Mls-s Maker recently bought the
will open at 7.15 with the prelude and Israel Maker house and is having exj big sing, assisted by the organ, piano tensive repairs made, converting the
and choir. Mr. MacDonald will begin ! property into a beautiful summer
a series of three sermons on the j home,
theme, "A message from three young
men of the first century to all men of “1IOW TO GET THE MOST OUT
OF YOUR MINISTER"
the twentieth century." Tonight's
Bcrmon by Rev. Corwin H. Olds
subject will be "The Man Who Went
Away and Never Returned." Tbs
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
happy prayer and praise meeting will
Bunday, 1030 A. M.
be held Tuesday evening at 7.16.

"Facts That Cannot Be Denied"
will be the sermon topic of Rev.
Charles E Brooks at the Pratt Mem
orial Methodist Church at the Sunday morning service at 10:30. The
Friendly Men s Bible Class will meet
at 9:30. Baraca Class and the Church
School at noon. Winfield Chatto will
lead the Epworth League at 6:30
p. m.; topic. “Have I a Right to be
Rich?" Evening service at 7:30 with
stereopticon lecture, "A Motor Trip in
the Congo Country." Prayer meeting
on Tuesday evening at 7:30 o'clock.

THESE

and
The LANDT TRIO
and WHITE

WILLIAM E.DORNANXSON
I N C.

CEMliTERY MEMORIALS
EAS7 UNION und THOMASTON

Z

NBC

I Red Network

will entertain you Sunday afternoon* I SUNDAY
with a new and original program spon- \
sored by the producer* of DAH Anthra- \ 2:00 Io 2:30
cit* over the following stations: WEAF,
WGY, WTIC, WTAO, WNAC, WJAR.
WCSH, KYW, WFBR, WBEN, WWJ..

\

PM.

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
519 MAIN STREET.

TEL 487

A NEW AND BROADER
1
[
j
I
j
I

teres ting memories with some of
those present.
Harold W. Look gave the true story
of how his boat did "net" ram the
President’s yacht Sewanna.
David S. Beach outlined a thrilling
experience he had on board a trawler
from which it was necessary to throw
all of the equipment overboard to
save going ashore in shoal waters.
President Ingraham has worked un- j
ceasingly for several months to make ,
this meeting a success and has the !
satisfaction of knowing that it lived
up to hts expectations.
President Ingraham announced the
following standing committees for the
coming year:
Entertainment—Elmer B. Crock
ett, Jerome C. Burrows, Herman M.
Hart.
Membership—Leslie A. Packard,
Donald L. Karl, Donald Leach.
Executive—Vesper A. Leach, Milton
M. Griffin, Ernest L. Brazier.
Finance—Fred A. Carter, Edward
J. Hellier, Charles A. Emery.
Sick—J. N. Southard, Rev. J.
Charles MacDonald, Raymond K.
Greene, Rev. H. R. Winchenbaugh,
Harry P Chase.

Artistry of a high order is ex
emplified in every detail of thc
memorials we design to suit
widely-varying individual prefer
ences.
Long experience as
craftsmen In marble and granite
qualifies us to exactly interpret
the particular requirements of
those who desire to perpetuate
the memory of loved ones.

STARS

COL. JIM HEALEY

“How To Get The Most Out Of
Your Minister" will be the theme of
Mr. Olds' sermon at the Congrega
tional Church. The service begins
at 10:30 and will have the musical
support of the mixed quartet with
Mrs. Faith Berry at the organ. Sun
day School is at 9:30 and automo
biles will call at members homes on
outer Llmerock street and the Old

DESIGNS OF IMPRESSIVE
DIGNITY

5

Mortgage Policy
Shoe.: nude on one last won't fit everybody. Mortgage loans
all madr the same way don't milt the need* of every bortower. Our policy is to make the kind of loans you want—
within the limits of financial safety.
Do we make long term loans? Yes.
Some up to twenty years.
Are there any bonuses to pay? No.

Does renewal cost anything? No.
Have we a flexible amortization policy?
Monthly, quarterly or yearly.

Yes.

Where are we making loans?
In parts of Rockland, Rockport, Camden and Thomaston.

The Borrower mast have sufficient income to service the
loan and keep property In good condition.

Our aim Ls to give you the best poraible loan for your finan
cial needs.

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE
ASSETS OVER $3,500,000.

ESTABLISHED 1868

NEXT WEEK
OUR DRY CLEANING SPECIAL

DRESSES, DELUXE SERVICE
(One Piece)

291
Prompt Dtiivery

FREE
Collection
and
Delivery

FREE
Collection
and
Delivery

PEOPLES LAUNDRY
17 LIMEROCK ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL 170

X
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Page Four
THE DIGEST POLL

Landon Maintaining His De

cisive Lead Except a Small
Percentage
Landon captures 32 States and
Roosevelt 16 as 1,811,489 ballots are
reported from all States in the quar
ter final returns of The Literary' Digests nation-wide Presidential poll.
Though the Republican nominee's
lead decreases slightly percentage
wise he still retains a substantial
majority of close to 3 to 2 in the
popular vote represented by the poll
returns.
The seventh weeks' tabulation
shows Landon with 1.004.086 poll
votes to Roosevelts 726.088 and
Lemke's 61.981.
Initial returns are reported in this
seventh weeks' tabulation from eight
additional States. Vermont and New
Hampshire go approximately 3 to 1
and Connecticut nearly 4 to 1 for
Landon.
Delaware gives the Republican can
didate an edge of less than 6 to 4
while West Virginia is shown indicat
ing a Republican majority of nearly
3 to 2.
South Carolina's first batch of bal
lots gives Roosevelt a lead of over 6
to 1. North Carolina votes for him
about 3 to 1 and Virginia goes Demo
cratic by over 3 to 2.
Of the 40 States from which ballots
were reported last week 22 show an
increase lead for Landon, 17 show a
decrease and no change is recorded in
one.
His own State of Kansas and also
Kentucky and Missouri give the Re
publican nominee substantial in
creases. while Idaho. Michigan and
Wisconsin cut his majority sharply
percentagewise.
Due to the addition of metropoli
tan city votes Landon’s majority is
cut in New York from nearly 3 to 1
last week to less than 2 to 1 this week
and his majority in Pennsylvania de
clines over 7 per cent.
The magazine states that the re
turns from Illinois do not as yet in
clude Chicago nor are returns from
Cleveland in the Ohio column yet.
• • • •

ers over 21 years of age, 40,000,000
VINALHAVEN
NORTH HAVEN
savings banks depositors, 24,000.000
Mr. and Mrs William Warren of
security owners, 22.500.000 passenger
Matrons' and patrons’ night will be
automobile owners, and 10,650,000 Boston were last weekend guests of observed Monday by Marguerite
Chapter O.ES. Lunch will be served
residence telephone subscribers, ac Mr and Mrs. Tabbutt.
Foy Brown went to the mainland after the ceremonies.
cording to recent surveys.
“Obviously, even if one took the Monday on business.
Dancing at the Blue Room tonight
At the church Sunday night Dr.
liberty of assuming that 100 per cent
(Oct. 17).
The fall list of the Oxford Univer
Mrs. Josephine Webster was pleas
of the 16.250.000 who have received Nathaniel K Wood of Boston gave
sity Press, New York, offers many
an interesting account of the Harvard
aid from the government will vote
antly surprised Saturday night by a
interesting publications, such as;
for Roosevelt, there would be the Centenary and the significance of party of friends celebrating in honor
The Oxford Shakespeare, edited by
this
event
to
education,
culture
and
temptation to place a disproportion
of her birthday anniversary. Lunch
W. J. Oraig. In one volume, this is
ate emphasis on this minority of the religion. An adult choir assisted in was served and Mrs. Webster received
a beautiful new edition, with the well
the service. Dr. Wood is a Harvard
electorate.
several gifts.
known Oxford notes and glossary,
graduate
and
was
present
at
the
ex

"As a matter of fact, about oneThe Lions Club met Thursday at
and the text prepared from the First
ercises.
eighth of these on relief, according
Union Church vestry.
Folio of 1623. and quartos issued
Miss Blanche Cushing and Mrs.
to an official New York survey, will
Mrs. Florence Lawson PNG. of
during the lifetime of Shakespeare.
Amy Ladd, after spending the sum
not be eligible to vote at all. And
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge and
It is an unexcelled reference book,
mer here, left Wednesday for Sarajudging from some of the farm State | sota. Fla.
C. M F Ames. P.G.. of Star of Hope
and is priced at the ridiculous figure
returns, a considerable number of
Lodge. I OOF. will attend the Grand
of $1.
i Arnold Beverage of Boston. Milton
beneficiaries will none the less vote
Lodge sessions in Lewiston next week
Name This Child, a dictionary of
Beverage and Samuel Beverage arfor Landon.
Andrew Wiegand recently enter
English and American Christian
I rived here Monday, making the re“Lemke wobbles along in the rear,
tained at a French-German dinner
names. Explaining the meaning and
j turn trip two days later.
with 3.4 per cent of the vote, his
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Barker. Mr. and
derivation of a large number of
i One of the largest attended funerals
strength showing principally in Min
Mrs. Edward Sellars, Miss Elizabeth
first names, the book gives much
ever held upon the island was that
nesota, Wisconsin, Louisiana. Iowa
Ross and Miss Faye Coburn.
out-of-the-way information
and
in the church Tuesday afternoon for
and his native soil of North Dakota.
Mrs. Abbie Hutchinson and daugh much
entertainment
into
the
Ralph C. Beverage, whose death was
Virtually seven-tenths of his 61.981
ter Mrs. Harry Coombs visited Thurs bargain. A perfect present for new
recorded ln a previous issue. It was
ballots come from the Democratic
day in Rockland.
parents.
a touching expression of heartfelt
voters of 1932.
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Boman re
The Lonely Wayfaring Mam:
sympathy for the bereaved family.
“Two more Literary Digest poll re
turned Thursday to Lisbon Fall. Emerson and Some Englishmen; by
Practically all island residents were
ports remain; Oct. 24 and Oct. 31.
Miss Ruth Boman returned to Boston Townsend Scudder.
present. Among those from out of
By then the complete city, industrial,
where she will teach physical edu
The Wynne Diaries, Volume H,
town were Frank Ames of Kendusagrarian and other ballots will be in.
cation at Jackson College and the (1794-1798* edited by Anne Fre
keag and daughter Miss Alma Ames.
And the election will come only three
Y W.C.A.
mantle.
There was a wealth of floral tributes.
days after the last report."
Miss Mary Neilson was hostess to
Gabriele Rossetti in England, by
The High School attended in a body,
the Knit Wits Thursday night at her E. R. Vincent.
as did members of the Orange and
“GRASS ROOTS' POLL
home, those present being Dorothy
• • • •
the North Haven band in which de- J
| Cobb. Aura Williams, Annice Carver
The
Methodist
Book Concern an
ceased was a trumpeter. The burial
For the first time in five weeks
Doris Arey and Nathalie Smith.
nounces in its new list “Victorious
was in Sea View cemetery. The I
Governor Landon's lead over Presi
Capt. Joseph Hutchinson returned Human Living" by E. Stanley Jones,
bearers were Alton Calderwood, Ar- :
dent Roosevelt in the “grass roots"
home Thursday after a season's one of the foremost American mis
thur Calderwood. James Brown.'
poll being conducted by tt, Publish
yachting.
sionaries in India. It is said that Dr.
Ernest Brown, Edward Beverage, 1
ers' Autocaster Service and “The
Pleasant River Grange will attend Jones has probably addressed larger
Clarence Waterman, Clifford Parsons, I
American Press" through 3000 countrychurch next Sunday in observance of congregations and led more men to
and Nat Stone.
newspapers throughout the United
Harvest Sunday. Members are re think of the underlying principles of
Rally Day at the Sunday school will i
States showed an increase. The Re
quested to meet at 10 30 at Odd Fel Christianity than any other Chris
open Sunday at 10 o'clock. Parents ’
publican nominee's majority of the
tian teacher and preacher in all of
lows hall.
and everyone interested in the church I
popular vote rose 5 per cent to 56.5
Atlantic Royal Arch Chapter will India. His ministry has made its ap
and young people of the island are '
per cent, giving him a majority in 27
peal more especially to the highinvited. There will be special fea- ; be inspected on the Mark degree Nov
of the 39 States in which votes have
caste Brahmans, the Hindus, and the
5
by
Albert
E.
Anderson,
grand
scribe
tures. Mrs. Crockett's adult class is
been recorded.
Mohammedans.
asked to meet at the opening of the from Portland. Refreshments will
• • • •
Landon has polled 522.083 votes to
be
served
after
the
meeting.
school and hold a session with her at
“Us folks" down here in this part
340053 The States showing a ma
•
•
»
•
the Lodge. Regular church service
of Maine were truly thrilled and
jority for President Roosevelt are Ala
Reorganized Church Programs
at 11 o'clock; sermon by the pastor;
proud to read the excellent article
bama. Arkansas. Florida. Georgia,
A two day meeting of the Reorgan
evening service of song and a brief
about Wilbert- Snow appearing in
Idaho, Montana, North Carolina,
ized Church of Jesus Christ, was held
address by the pastor at 7.30.
last Sunday's Portland Sunday Tele
North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon,
at Latter Day Saints Church, las'.
gram. and also to gaze upon the fine
Texas and Utah.
FORD FOR LANDON
I Saturday and Sunday. The opening
likeness portrayed of himself and hls
Henry Ford formally declared hls session was held with a get together
lusty children, and to peruse some of
ROUND POND
support for Gov. Landon as the Re- , program, which included Clash and ( his poems which have that tangy
Mrs. Diana Robinson of Harring publican Presidential nominee pur- i Clatter Band; cornet solo, Alex Begg salty touch so dear to us. The writer
ton has recently visited her son, sued a cross-state campaign for 1 piano solo, Marion Webb; reading of this column read with particular
Charles Robinson, who is in ill health. Michigan's electoral votes. "I admire Alice Townsend; song. Virginia Webb interest "The Hungry Shark." re
Mr, and Mrs. Amos P. Loud were also and believe in him; I hope he is elect- *'ith guitar accompaniment by Gei calling having head Mr. Snow in
Webb; reading and vocal duet, clude this poem in a Thomaston lec
recent guests at the Robinson home. ed," the motorcar manufacturer said I
anc* Mrs. N. M Wilson, followed ture a few summers ago. He intro
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Poland have in a statement after conferring with
the Kansas Governor. “I am not by community songs.
moved here for the winter.
duced it in his readings in manu
Prayer service was held Sunday at script form and stated that he used
Mr. and Mrs. John Loud of New- criticizing the New Deal. Mr. Ford
York have been visitors recently at continued. “I am only saying that 9 a. m. and at 10 o’clock an ordina it to entertain his sons. He read it
the home of Mr. Loud's sister, Mrs. we have had enough of it, we have tion service. N. M. Wilson delivered in a delightfully informal manner
had about all the country can stand," an inspirational service to a large au- and had the audience Joining in with
Helen Poland.
j dience.
him after each verse on “And under
I Those from out of town were. the place where he had no chin. The
cp<
; Apostle. Paul M. Hanson of Independ shark was a-tucking of his napkin
ence, Mo; Bishop and Mrs E. L. In."
| Traves. of Somerville. Mass.; Mr. and
• • • •
Don’t Forget to Turn the Key
J Mrs. N M Wilson of Jonesport; Mr.
Zane Grey's new 1936 novel of old
I and Mrs. Clifton Look of Addison; West. ‘The Lost Wagon Train" ls
or Else—?
Mr. and Mrs. George Woodward and Just out. As usual it is a magnificent
son Richard of Glen Cove; Elder western yarn, dust covered wagons
James Clark of Rockland; Mrs. Alice creaking toward California, sudden
■ Young of Camden; Miss Rosalie
Harvey of Owl’s Head; Mr. and Mrs. She has many friends and relatives
here who wish the newly married
. E. F. Robertson of Iowa.
A specialty feature was a display of couple much happiness.
• • • •
j garden produce and handiwork Blue
The Rebekahs Install
ribbons were awarded.
• • • •
The officers of Ocean Bound Re
bekah Lodge were installed Tuesday
Holloway-Carver
Miss Celeste Carver, daughter of Mr night by Blanche Fuller. DD.P. and
> and Mrs. Edward G. Carver, was Inez Crosby P. P of Rebekah Assem
united in marriage Sept. 28 to Vernon bly.
The new officers are: Noble Grand,
I H. Holloway, son of Mr. and Mrs O.
Arlene White; V. G.. Helen Orcutt;
J F Holloway of Toledo Ohio.
The ceremony took place in the R. S. Hilma Webster; F. S„ Villa
prayer chapel of the Yale Divinity Calderwood; treasurer. Sada Robbins;
School from which the groom gradu warden , Violet Baum; conductor,
It is a rare occurrence when a double exposure does not spoil two good
ated last June. A small group of in Beulah Gilchrist; chaplain, Mae
pictures and waste film.
timate friends were present and after Lawry; R.S.N G . Hester Ames; L. S.
HE above picture of a Brobding- perhaps you can never take again
ward attended a wedding party at N G. Cora Peterson; RS.V.G.. Elea
nagian young lady miraculously and have wasted film.
the new home of the bride and groom nor Conway; LS.VG., Cora Bunker;
Most of us have had this experi
reclining on the surface ol the sea
—301 Orchard street. New Haven. Inside guardian. Ruth Billings; out
ence.
Then
why
not
get
the
habit
amidst a fleet of sailboats reminds
side guardian. Aubrey Ames.
Conn
us that while modern cameras are of turning the key to the next ex
Mrs. Mary Hurley president of Re
posure
the
very
instant
after
you
Mrs.
Holloway
will
continue
her
Indeed close to being robots in their
have taken a picture? If you haven’t
work in Yale School of Nursing., and bekah Assembly, and Annie Whitten,
performance, they still demand the this habit as yet. and times come, as
will graduate next June. Mr. Hollo outside guardian, both of Skowhegan
cooperation of human intelligence they always will, when you hesitate
way is now working for a Ph D in were special guests. The degree work
in order to function with the result because you are not sure whether
social
ethics at Yale Graduate School was exemplified and a banquet served.
expected.
you turned the key, play safe; give
and will continue ln his services as While ln town Mrs. Hurley and Mrs.
The photograph is the curious con it another turn rather than take the
Whitten were guests of Mrs. Florence
a social worker in New Haven.
sequence of a double exposure, illus chance of spoiling two pictures.
Of course, you can find plenty of
trating thc fact that the film behind
The bride who was born ln this Larson. Mrs. Fuller and Mrs. Crosby
your camera lens will not move over amusement in deliberately making
town is a graduate of Vinalhaven were entertained by Mrs. Aubrey
for the next picture by the exercise double exposures in order to produce
High School and also Bates College. Ames.
of its own free will. About that it is freak photographs. But these need
totally indifferent. You have to per careful planning to be successful.
form this operation yourself. If you They must be done usually with
forget it, and find that you have still subjects and require minute ac
twice or thrice exposed the same curacy in the focusing. A tripod is
frame of film, you may by chance a first necessity. Astounding pic
get a picture as amusing and worth tures may be produced by double ex
keeping as the one above, but in posures deliberately planned, but if
most cases you will have a meaning you have success in such efforts, let
less jumble of superimposed shapes your conscience and the credulity
and shadows that will interest no of your friends be your guides when
body, not even a Cubist. Result, you you exhibit them.
have lost two or three pictures that
JOHN VAN GUILDER

OUR

BOOK CORNER

Over 70.000 votes from Philadelphia
and Pittsburgh are included in the
Pennsylvania totals and over 45.000
New York city ballots are in the New
York State tabulations in the cur
rent report.
All ballots, the mailing origin of
which the magazine states it cannot
identify, are classified as "State Un
known" which grouping gives a much
closer cleavage of the major parties
vote than do the main poll totals.
This 49th State shows Landon with
6045 votes to Roosevelt's 5714 and
Lemke's 602.
A division of the Electoral College
vote of these quarter final returns
indicate Landon would receive 370
electoral votes to Roosevelt's 161.
"For the first time. The Literary
Digest's 1936 Presidential Poll lists
returns from the 48 States," the maga
zine states in its current issue.
‘‘In report number seven, 566,773
new ballots have been entered,
checked and tabulated. Eight States
appear for the first time.
"For the sixth consecutive week,
President Roosevelt has nicked the
lead captured by Landon in the
initial scoring. Landon's percentage
this week is 55.4; Roosevelt's, 40.1.
“Still to be counted in, however, is
much of the big city vote. Only
45.480 New York city ballots are in
cluded in this week's report; 53.181
from Philadelphia; 17.268 from Pitts
burgh. none from Chicago or Cleve
land.
"Since commentators had repeated
ly stressed their belief that the vote
in the largest cities, with preponder
antly industrial populations, would
show a significantly different result
than that in other cities. The Liter
ary Digest decided this year to treat
the major cities separately, sample
the voters there more earnestly and
more exhaustively. Hence, these re
turns necessarily must lag behind the
poll as a whole.
• • • •
“So far New York city returns show
28.327 for the President, 13.694 for the
Governor. Illinois results do not in
clude Chicago, Ohio figures omit
Cleveland. In Philadelphia, Roose
velt leads with 52.8 per cent to Lan
dons 414; Pittsburgh, scene of the
Chief Executive's recent fiery address
at Forbes Field, shows a similar lead,
with 535 per cent to 38.5.
"A great deal has been said about
the part relief workers and other bene
ficiaries of Federal aid are likely to
play in the election. Certain observ
ers. insisting that the issue will be
tightly drawn between the "haves"
and the "have-nots"—i. e. the tax
payers and investors and those on the
utomatic
receiving end of Federal funds—have
assumed that the relief vote is the
most important factor in the election.
24
our
Is this true?
"According to an official statement
Irom Washington there were, as of A LOCAL CONCERN
Sept. 1, 3,250.000 persons on the rolls SOLICITS YOUR PATRONAGE^^g
of the various New Deal relief agen
cies. Since 1933, it is estimated there FOR OIL OR BURNER SERVICE
have been approximately 16,250,000
beneficiaries of doles, AAA benefits,

SNAPSHOT GUIL
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FINEST FUEL GRANGE OILS
A
Delivery
H
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Every-Other-Day
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TELS. 730 & 731

Mitchell.
John Dawn, by Robert P. T. Coffin.
Green Margins, by E. P. O'Donnell.
White Banners, by Lloyd C. Doug

I

The Old Ashburn Place, by Mar
garet Flint.
Kit Brandon, by Sherwood Ander
son.
Live Alone and Like It, by Mar
jorie Hillis.
Three Bags Full, by Roger Burlin
game.
• • • •
Ward Eight, a first novel by Joseph
Dineen, a Boston newspaper man,
will be published by Harper &
Brothers on October 14. The book
published as a “Harper Find." has
had two printings before publica
tion.

A FRESH EGG LAW
Maine Poultry Dealers Have Started
Genuine Movement For One
A "genuine movement" lias been
started by Maine poultrymen. Charles
M. White of the State Department of
Agriculture said Thursday, to draft a
‘fresh egg law' for presentation to the
legislature in 1937.
“The poultrymen." White said, “feel
such a law would help the consumer
know the quality of the eggs he is
purchasing and likewise aid the pro
ducer in keeping a high standard of
egg quality for his own sales benefit."
A committee appointed by the
Maine Poultry Improvement Associ
ation to draft such a bill discussed the
proposal at a meeting Friday in the
State House.
The committee said a tentative
draft of the proposed bill would be
presented to the executive committee
of the State Poultry Association.
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HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont)
1-A royal house of
35-Utea needle and
England
thread ,
5-Natty
38- Propeller*
9-Leader of Bolahevikl 39- Trade (Colloq.)
10-Fertile spot in a
40- Bone (Lat.)
desert
41- Muaical drama
12- Pronoun
45- Mualcal note
13- A helmsman
46- Half a ao*re
15-Young society girl 48- Remark»
17- lndefinite article
49- Japaneee coin
18- Gaze fixedly
50- Venturea
19- Act
52-Saltpetee
20- Period of fasting
54- Gone by '
23-Coarae outer coat of 55- Small pastry
wheat
VERTICAL
25- Large plant
26- Uneven
1-Affirmatlve reply
28- Allow for temporary 2- Upon
use
3- Tears
4- Unite
29- Elated with
5- lndigent
self-admiration
30-Ajar
6- Grade
31- Abound
7- Part of verb 'To be’
33-Conaume
8- Middle (Poet.)

VERTICAL (Cont.)
9-Ocean veaael
11- Type of auto
12- Stop
v
14-Placed
t
16-A tie
21- Not at any time 1
22- Sete of workers
f
23- To consecrate
24-To revive
26- Unit
27- Speck
31- Short note or blast
32- ReUs—34-Assiat
36- lrrigate
•
37-Twirl
41- Units
42- Mail
43- Leaae
- I
44- A continent
47-Doze
49-Series
51-Egyptian sun-god
53-Treaaurer (abbr.)

(Solution to previous puzzle*

APPLE CROP SHRINKS
New England's Is Said To Be 40
Percent Under La*t Year's
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The commercial apple crop for the
United States was reduced about one
per cent curing September and is
* E
D
P
e
now expected to total 65,508,000
A
S *
R
bushels compared with 66.452,000
P A C
1 s r
bushels expected a month earlier,
R
A M s o
1 V
93.866,000 bushels harvested last yegr
M E s
and 97.895.COO bushels the five year I l o N
T
c T s
average 1928-1932. Unfavorable fac- j E R S
tors such as failure of apples to
attain expected size in many of the
THE FARMERS' EXCHANGE
South Atlantic and western states.
damage from heavy broods of codling
moth which emerged Late In the seaxtona Membership Meeting In
Gray Ort, 27—Knox To Be Rep
son and wind damage in some areas
resented
near the Atlantic Coast were only
partially offset by more favorable I Many farmers in this section have
conditions over parts of the North Indicated their intention to attend
Atlantic and North Central States.
the regional membership meeting of
In New England the commercial the Eastern States Farmers' Ex
apple crop is forecast at 2557.000 change to be held in Gray, Maine,
| bushels compared with 2.581.000 Oct. 37.
' bushels expected a month ago, 4.275,The Exchange is a co-operative as000 bushels harvested last year and
purchasing such supplies
5229 000 bushels the five year aver- „ feeds fertuiaers. seeds and manyage. 1928-1932. This prospect is for other lt€ms for its 62000 members m
a crop 40% less than that harvested nine northeastern states. The pur
a year ago and 51% short of the five pose of this meeting is to give memyear average. During September I
a ck.arer understanding of the
improvement in apple crop prospects j ajms and accOmplishments of their
in Massachusetts was offset by own purchasing association. Five
moderate reductions in most of the members of the Springfield, Mass.,
other New England States. With good main office staff will be on the
growing conditions during Septem- speaking program. Motion pictures of
ber. apples have sized up well and in Exchange faculties will be shown
most orchards the crop shows good [ Prank B Day of Lisborn PaUs #
quality and color. McIntosh promise dlrector of the Exchange. wUl preonly about one-half of a full crop side at this meeting. All members
this season for New England as a are Invited. They will be guests of
whole, while Baldwins at 34% of a their association at a noon-day
full crop are very light. Other varie luncheon.
ties promise only light to moderate
crops this year.
Present conditions in important
eastern and central apple states out
side New England forecast a crop 1%
less than expected a month ago, 47%
short of the crop harvested last year,
and 40% below the five year average.
The western box apple crop as indi
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
cated by prospects in the states of
Idaho, Washington, Oregon and
California, declined nearly 3% dur
ing September and is 7% less than
the 1935 crop and 26% below the
five year average.

NO TRAFFIC QR TAXI/

ALL ROOMS WITH |AT«

to Your hotel in BOSTON

500 Rooms
RADIO
SERVIDOR
TUB ’-.SHOWER

MAMQI
« NORTH STATION

*4 STEP •/<«/»» yovr TRAIN' toyour ROOM'

Florence Rire, Robert Young, Samuel S. Hinds in “Sworn Enemy.”—adv.

S

Mr. and Mrs. Frank David and Mrs.
Carrie Wetherell are spending a week
with relatives In Attleboro. Mass., dnd
Warren, R. I.
The Wesley Society will serve a
baked bean supper to the public Oct.
22, at the church.
Miss June Henry of Thomaston
spent Wednesday with Miss Ida Win
chenbach.
Mrs. Fannie Waltz has returned
home from Medomak.
Mrs. Walter Kaler and daughter
Althea were in Portland last Sat Vt WMt Mf/.Vt/.Vj/iVjlAVV'iV.tMt Mt/'Vt M
urday.
Miss Bette David who has been
visiting her grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank David, returned Thursday
to Attleboro, Mass.
Mrs. Willlam Gross of Gross Neck
was guest Thursday of Mrs. Dewey
Winchenbach and Mrs. Aaron Nash. tV'ZtV'Z l*W fW L"< tv; »V7 »>"( »W tV'ZiV'ZiV

kuyjtjZMtMU

MAINE

2

las.

RATES:
Jingle

McLOON SALES & SERVICE

“On the other side of the picture,
there are 63,000.000 life insurance ROCKLAND
polu*v|iolders, 46.000,000 gainful work

ambush. Indian Wood-lust, ruthless
massacre, and so on. Full of thrills,
courage, perils, and drama of the old
West. Zane Grey ls unquestionably
one ol America's favorite authors.
His novels have been translated into
some 20 languages. In every country
of Europe he ls one of the handful of
American authors who are widely
read. As a man Zane Grey is a re
tiring person of simple tastes.
Though born and educated ln the
East, he is a Westerner by adoption.
He is a keen sportsman, and is one of
the most famous and successful
fishermen living. The great Ameri
can West, past and present, he loves
with passion, and few are better in
formed about the country, its people
and its history.
• • • •
The newest thing in the magazine
field ls a co-operative literary quar
terly to be called “The American
Yellow Book." It is to be owned,
issue by issue, by those who contri
bute to it. The editors will serve
without pay and each contributor
will be expected to bear his share of
the cost of producing issue in which
his work appears and will have a proproportionate share In the earnings
of that issue. But where an author
of merit is unable to pay for his
share of the issue in which his
work ls printed, he may be financed
by the magazine. In that case, his
share of the cost will be deducted
from his share of the earnings. The
editor is Joseph Baker, from the Mid
dle West the home of the co-opera
tive movement. The first issue will
appear in January Manuscripts for
it should be in the editor's hands by
Nov. 15. The address is American
Yellow Book. 16 Fales street, Hart
ford, Conn.
• • • •
Books to read in the early autumn
months:
Gone With the Wind, by Margaret

Atlantic
RANGES

M9.50
AND UP

Your Old Range Taken in
Exchange
Atlantic Ranges are available ln
Black and AU Enamel Finishes
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
TEL. 9«0
313-325 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
47-tl
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WASHINGTON

4-H STYLE QUEEN J

Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Ludwig and son
are at the home of his father for an
indefinite time.
The condition of Dr. Bartlett, who
was injured recently when hit by an
automobile, is somewhat improved
although he is unable to be out.
W. F. Hatch has a crew of men at
work shingling his house this week.
E. C. Jones is making extensive re
pairs on his buildings near Sukeforth's Corner. Waldo Christianson
and Osborne Weaver are working for
Mr. Jones.
Several members of Fon-du-lac
Chapter. O.ES., were recent guests of
the Jefferson Chapter at its inspec
tion.
Clara Overlock, who was in Au
gusta Hospital for surgical treatment,
is gaining since she returned home.
Mrs. Ruth Charlton of Norfolk, Va.,
was guest last weekend at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Jones. Mrs.
Charlton was formerly of Appleton
and came north to visit relatives for
a short time and look up old friends
and acquaintances.
Herbert Cunningham is making re
pairs on his buildings, assisted by
Arial Linscott.
Erville Bartlett who has been with
relatives in Jefferson for several
weeks, was a recent visitor at the home
of his father.
Willard Ware and Gordon Best re
cently made a trip to Washington, D.
C., also visited friends in Mass
achusetts.

EAST WASHINGTON

MAINE'S 4-H STYLE QUEEN
for 1936, Dorothy C. Daniels, 17,
Mechanic Falls, will represent th?
state’s 5,000 club girls in the Na
tional Style Revue to be staged in
Chicago, Dec. 1, as a feature of the
National Club Congress. She re
ceives as state prize an all-expcnjc
trip front the Chicago Mail Oraer
company, sponsor of the contest,
which is conducted in cooperation
with extension agents. Miss Dan
iels will model a white matclasse
seersucker wash suit for school of
her own making which cost with
white hat ard shoes and other ac
cessories $4.60.

5S^r or BEAUTY CULTURE
Choose HUB ACADEMY, largest ln
New England Faculty of professional
lecturers Aggressive employment de
partment to place graduates Fully
equipped kit given absolutely free Of
charge Day and evening classes now
forming Write for catalogue.

HUB ACADEMY

161

Of Hair and Beauty Culture
Massachusetts Avenue, Boston
Approved by State of Maine

-T-

Cote’s Magic Water
WONDERFUL DISINFECTANT
and
DEODORANT
Sick Rooms
Bath Rooms
Kitchens
Garage Floors
Concrete Floors
Stone Steps
Refrigerators
Drain Pipes
Toilet Bowls
Lavatories
Garbage Pans
Takes all unpleasant odors away
Once Tried, Always Used

Can be
Used
For

W. M. Prescott and Richard Adams
attended Topsham fair Wednesday.
Charles Smith of Appleton was a
business visitor Tuesday in this lo
cality.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Overlock were
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. George
Finley in South Warren.
Roy Light and Charles Messer were
business callers Tuesday at Fessen, den Hannan's in Union.
Mrs. Edith Overlock visited Mrs.
Clara Overlock and Mrs. Blanche
Johnston recently.
Donald Rhodes of South Liberty Is
delivering pulp wood to Augusta foi
A. E. Johnston.
. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Smith of Mai
den. Mass., who have been guests at
Prescott Farm the past week, re
turned home Tuesday.
Mrs. Lola Powell of South Liberty
was a recent caller at the home of
Mrs. Lottie Prescott.
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Bowes were
callers Tuesday afternoon at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Rhodes in
South Liberty and also at the home
of Mrs. Clara Overlock.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Finn recent
ly visited their daughter, Mrs. Doris
Linscott.
Mrs. Eva Ripley, son Kenneth, Mr.
and Mrs. James Belcher and Clara
Ripley enjoyed a trip Tuesday to
Rockland.

SOMERVILLE
Fred A. Turner is ill. He is attend
ed by Dr. Samuel C. Cates of East
Vassalboro.
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Colby were busi
ness visitors Tuesday in Waterville.
W. H. Chadbournc of Auburn and
E. H. Wadleigh of Belgrade were
business callers in town Wednesday.
C. W. Hammond and Delbert Clif
ford of Deer Hill, China, made a re
cent visit to this community.

1 {• I

SAT.
Farmington were guests Sunday of R
T. Sterling and family.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Morong were
My holes were empty like a cup
In every hole the sea came up.
recent callers here. Mr. Morong. gov
TUI It could come no more
ernment machinist is on vacation.
—Robert L Stevenson
• « ••
R. T. Sterling entertained over the
“The Coaster Man"
holiday Mr. Radcliff and son of Sa
Having gained no little recognition
lem, Mass.
and success as author of the volume,
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Kinney and Mrs.
"Lighthouses of the Maine Coast,”
Lucy E. Robinson of St. George were
Robert Thayer Sterling, assistant
overnight guests last Saturday.
keeper at Portland Head Light, an
Mrs. Charles Sterling of Peaks
nounces that he is soon to start writ
Island was recently entertained at
ing a new book, a story of shipping
tfie home of her sister Mrs. R. T.
days along the Maine coast.
Sterling.
Mr. Sterling's book, which will be
j The Hilt family rolled in Monday
entitled "The Coaster-Man," will re
afternoon from St. George and Tuescount true experiences of Maine sea ;
day were on the trail for Lynn. Mass.
captains and seamen, who in thc last
Mrs. Clyde Grant and daughter Pa
century carried on an active cargo
tricia called on Mrs R. T. Sterling, I
trade in sailing vessels along the
Sunday. Mrs. Sterling recently visit- [
coast.
ed her aunt Mrs. Doughty, Congress •
In a couple of weeks Mr. Sterling
street, Portland.
plans to leave for a trip down the
Robert T. Sterling Jr. enjoyed mo- I
coast. He will interview a number |
toring with friends last Saturday to ]
of old sea captains who were active
in the coastal trade, and will take Hanover' N H and attendlng Holy I
pictures of sailing ships along the Cross-Dartmouth game at Memorial
shores which have long lain idle at
°r no rain crowds gat“dock or pulled up to rot.
ered and stayed with the playarsi t0
His itinerary will embrace all of the the finish and “ * only the bcglnwell known shipping centers. Rock- ning'
land. Bar Harbor. Jonesport. Rock
port, Camden. Belfast and other
places. His book will be a record of
the trade during its prime, particu
larly in the 90's, and will contain ac
counts of outstanding voyages, thrill
ing tales of adventure and ship
CRIEHAVEN
wrecks.
The coaster-man no longer is
Weather here has been too rough
found in Maine. At one time there
for seining. When the crew could
were 8s many as a hundred vessels
get twine off. herring were plenty.
at a single time in Portland harbor.
iiiuvu
.
___
__
Albert Guptill and family are visitNow modern motor trucks and the
railroad have absorbed all transporta- lng in Rockland for a few days,
tion.
’ Capt. Holbrook of Tenant’s Har- j
Among some of the most noted bor ts located off Vinalhaven.
coaster-men of the past century, who
Mr and Mrs. Leslie Dean are visitare still living are Capt. Frank O ing the Ralph Wilson family for a fev;
Hilt, keeper of Portland Head Light, i Gays.
and his brother. Capt. Cyrus Hilt of j WilUs wilson spent ,Mt weekend Rl

'NOV?

When I was down beside the sea
A wooden spade they gave to me
To dig the sandy shore

7
ti»CHEVROJJET»37

PL

CcVt-

Com p£ele£i| Rcttr

St. George, and Capt. Arthur Mitchell | TenanVs Harbor,
of Fort Point Light, Penobscot Bay.
Miss Susie Yeaton of Harrington ls j
Capt. Harry L. Nye, keeper at
| teaching school here.
Doubling Point Range; Joseph H. |
Mr Prior of Loudvillc lias been
Gray. Bass Harbor Head; James M
guest of his daughter Mrs. Rex AnAnderson, Goat Island Light Station;
■ derson
Willie W. Corbett. Little River Light
Scott Simpson and family visited
Station; A. B. Hamer, Owls Head; j
the Edw Blom family last weekend
W. H. Woodward, Monhegan Light
Mrs. Ava Simpson is with Union
Station; Arthur J. Beal, Whitehead
j relatives for a visit.
Light Station; E. L. Coleman, Cape
Mrs. Ellen Mitchell is confined to
Neddick Light Station; E. D. Elliott.
j her home with a cold.
Cape Elizabeth Light Station.
|
Friends of Victor White recently
Mr. Sterling's book, when complet
gave him a surprise party on his
ed. will be published by a former ! birthday anniversary. A pleasant
Maine man. John Hooper of the
' evening was spent with games.
Stephen Daye Press. Brattleboro, Vt
_5.
.. ,
Sandwiches, coffee and birthday cake
This writer s acquaintance with the
were served
coasting trade on the Maine coast
Peter Mitchell is building a new
during his early newspaper days will
boat. Russell Simpson also has a
help make a very interesting book.
boat under construction.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Anderson have
Portland Head
Cooler weather, strong winds and moved to Hillside Farm Homestead.
falling leaves.
Seems we still have a faint recol
lection there was rain last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sterling of

.

WAD THE

STRAND SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY

ON A THOUSAND-MILE FRONT

Uttei-wutuiQ with.

RYTtX SKETCHIES
Clever little deckled edge informals—gaily bor
dered . . . indispensable for short letters, infor
mal invitations, “thank-you" notes . . . and
delightful for gifts.

100 INFORMALS
100 ENVELOPES

William Powell. Myrna Loy, Spencer Tracy in “Libeled Lady”
Delivery
in about
ten days

Postage
10c
Extra

Printed with Name, Address or Monogram on informals in
smartly correct lettoring styles.
White Vellum, Grey Threadloom or Ivory Threadloom . . .
borders in blue, green, red 4nd brown.
At this special low price bf sure to buy a supply for future
use and for Christmas gifts;

THE COURIER GAZETTE
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Jean Harlow — William Powell— | that picture has what it takes.
Myrna Loy—Spencer Tracy, all in "Grand Hotel" and "Dinner at
one picture! There's a collection of' Eight” are outstanding examples of
outstanding film names each of which [ star-studded hits of the past. Now
as capable of ruling a motion pic- ’ comes "Libeled Lady." engrossing
ture cast in his and her own right, story of ad heiress slandered by a metOnly once in a movie moon is such a J ropolitan newspaper and suing for
stellar aggregation of stars gathered libel to the tune of five million
together for one production Metro- dollars! The move involved four
Goldwyn-Mayer has assembled themj principals—the heiress the newspafor its extravagant production of "Libeled Lady." the new season “special."
It is a well known fact that when
a film company loads four of its
greatest personalities into one picture,

per's managing editor, the girl whom
he is pledged to marry, and a very
clever gentleman of the Lothario
school who has achieved a unique
reputation for his unrivaled ability to
quash just such libel suits,—adv.

(Continued from Page One)
Towns With Single Street
We saw a few houses with thatched
roofs, we saw many of those wells,
with the old fashioned well sweeps;
we saw an old-time top buggy which
savored of almost a century before,
and we saw a large flock of turkeys
which, like the hogs, seemed to have
the right of way. No prudent mo
torist runs over expensive birds like
these, especially when his explana
tions would probably go for naught
with an irate French farmer.
I noticed, too, that most of the
towns seemed to consist of a single
street, quite lengthy and thickly
settled, and with a permanent road
already built I thought I could see
where the highway commissioner
would have abundant time to listen to
the radio broadcast of the Big League
games, or play crib. Certainly it
would be no place for a man with
Jont Gardner’s vitality.
•
Sorel. our western turning point
lies at the end of Lake St Peter,
where the St. Lawrence River gets
back to normalcy. It was only a hop.
skip and Jump to Montreal, but we
had already been lost once in that
big city, and as we were emulating
Alexander we headed due south to
ward New York State.
Another French Meal

headed for its principal cafe—or ho
tel they would call it. The waiter was
easy to look at, but her beauty and
her language were both of the French
type, and onec more we found our
selves at an impasse.
Presently there came from the
kitchen another young woman, who
might have been French, but sh£
talked good boiled dinner English, so
we ate the things we liked, including
the delicious steak to which I have
referred.
Signs on the cafe walls intrigued
me. They told in French what was
being offered for the inner man, but
in a rash moment I asked the Eng
lish speaking waiter what "oeuvres
and jambon” meant, and I am still
nursing bruises on both shins where
I kicked myself, when she said: "Ham
and eggs.” And I took a course in
French at Rockland High School
without being able to remember any
thing as simple as that. Fi done!

prairie land which we crossed after ago. And I have promised myself
leaving Pont Lapierriere. Again we just that treat another season If I am
saw tugs and barges, but nary a sail still Roving.
A sign-board at St. John's fairly
ing rig.
effervesced with good fellowship It
Once we crossed a covered bridge
said, as nearly as I could make out
where the sign read: "Pass at your
J in passing. "Thank you. merci. bon
own risk," or words to that effect.
j voyage, and venez encore." To someThe shelter had a cant toward Saw i body that might sound like "Here's
yers, and the floorboards creaked, but j your hat. what's your hurry,” but the
we crossed safely, and motored I good citizens of St John didn't mean
through the towns of St. Charles, St. it that way at all.
Hilaire and St. Mathias coming to The highway widened Into three
Richilieu. where the Chevy had din-|,aneg and before we knew ,t we were
ner. One of the chief Industries of passing customs at Cantlc.
Richilieu is the manufacture of imi Passing customs ls exactly what we
tation leather done by the Bennett did, and we passed so fast that we
Manufacturing Co.
went right by the customs office,

IIow St. John's Says It
Crossing the Richilieu River we fol
lowed Route 47 to St. John's, mar
veling as we did so, at what seemed
to be a canal running parallel with
the river but at an elevation of sev
eral feet higher. Perhaps some read
er of tliis article can enlighten me
Since the above was written I have
talked with John Pomeroy, who lived
for a while in the Province of Quebec,
Following the Kirhiiieu
and who served with the Canadian
St. Denis is next on our itinerary. I Engineers during the World War.
and we confer as to whether it should He tells me that the strip of water re
be advisable to recrass the Province, j ferred to is an old barge canal. Mr.
according to our original plan; or to Pomeroy also offers the suggestion
keep on toward New York. Heads that I would find the northern side
won, and it was New York
of the St Lawrence River much more
We traveled for miles along the interesting and that I should not fail
Richilieu River whose broad bosom I to visit the Isle of Orleans where na
wore a peaceful mien, its level surface tives still maintain the primitive
The next town was St,. Ours, and we reminding us of tlio.se vast tracts of French customs of three centuries

and were brought to a realization of
our offense by a shrill whistle thrice
repeated.
Quite a circus we had before we
finally finished with the customs offi
cials but perhaps that will keep until
the next letter.
(Continued in Tuesday's Issue)

COUGH DROP
medicated with throat-soothing
ingredients of Vicks VapoRub.

Vicks Cough Drop
READ THE AM
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1 held. Mrs. Esther Starrett. vice
Probate Notices
Notices of Appointment
president, will preside, in the absence
STATE OF MAINE
I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro- ,
i of the president who is ill.
Townsend Club meets Monday at
Mr. and Mrs Fred Merrill of Mal
bate for the County of Knox, ln the
To all persons interested in either of
Water and Drain Pipes
Mr. and Mrs. James Storer of State
of Maine, hereby certify that ln' the estates hereinafter named:
K.P. hall at 7.
den, Mass., have been guests of Mr
GREFN Schaeffer fountain pen lost
the following estates the persons were i
North
Waldoboro
and
Mr.
and
Mrs
Renewed
The Baptist Womans Mission and Mrs. Charles Robertson.
Tuesday Reward. Return to CourierSHOWS START AT 8.00 P. M.
„
♦ ,-«*'
...... —
...... —____ —-_____ i | At R Probate Court at Rockland, ln
appointed
Administrators.
Executors.
Gazette.
125-127
Warren Stllpncn OI Batn uere recent Guardians and Conservators and on the and for the County of Knox, on the 15th Cesspools and Septic Tanks
Circle meets at the home of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs F.C. Vogel, who passed
guests
of
Misses
Lizzie
Winslow
and
dates hereinafter named:
day of September in the year of our Ix>rd 1
Minnie Newbert. Wadsworth street, j the summer here and at their
Cellars Repaired, White !*
TUESDAY, OCT. 20
'
,
/-»iceivDRA a washritrn int#» of one thousand nine hundred and Thirtyu
W inme Winslow.
rh^on. deceased ^er^n’ k Wash? 1
“"l^^^^’S's^ldTotemlir ?Se
<
next Tuesday at 2 o'clock for White , Friendship camp, have returned to
washed
The
Circle
of
Ivy
Chapter
OES
burn of Portland m,c. Joseph. Emery of
’
^
“
nred'
“
Let
’
s
Sing
Again
”
i
»
(
Cross work.
I New York.
Cement Work
♦
t
will be entertained at a chicken « c ,936 andUS byf"ing[ bSSdI,
act !°nJ^rATdered*"'1"8'1"
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Bowman of
BOBBY BREEN,
Millard Turner of Meridan. Conn.,
1
d
by,
,
.. ’
HENRY ARMETTA supper Tuesday at the home of Mrs.1 August 27. 1936.
Portland are guests of Mrs. Fred C. was a recent visitor in town.
That notice thereof be given to all
FURNITURE, Including autlque candle
MARY E GOULDING. late of Rock- persons Interested, by causing a copy of
Carrie Butler.
sticks, electric flatirons, electric brooder,
Davis, for a few days. Accompanied
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Burke of
ROCKLAND. ME. light fixtures, dullel bag, oil barrels,
deceased. Clarence E Gouldlng of 1 th)9 order to be published three weeks : TEL. 1187-R,
Mrs. G. D. Gould, who suffered a land
THURSDAY, OUT. 22
by Mrs. Davis and Mrs. Harold Rob- Boston have been guests of relatives
Roekland was appointed Exr., Sept. 15. successively ln the Courier-Gazette
125-lt hose, barber tools. C. W I,EE Meadow
St.. Rockville.____________________ 123-125
newspaper published------at Roekland ln said
serious ill turn. Tuesday night is '936. without bond.
inson, they motored Wednesday to here this week.
“Earthworm Tractors”
THOMAS SIMPSON late of Warren, County that they may appear at a Pro
SIXTY accredited White Rock Pullets.
much
improved.
She
received
as
call

bate
Court
to
be
held
at
said
Rockland,
Cadillac Mountain for the day.
' jirs Harold Benner of Belmont,
deceased Annie E Watts of Warren was
4 months old lor sale HAPPY HOPE
on the 20th day of October A.D. 19C6. at
ers
Thursday.
Dr.
and
Mrs.
John
JOE
E.
BROWN.
JUNE
TRAVIS
appointed
Exx.
Sept
15.
1936,
without
FARM.
R No 3. Waldoboro.
123-125
Thirty-four members of Grace Mass , is visiting her father, S. A.
nine o’clock ln the forenoon, and be
bond
Smith Lowe of Rockland.
heard thereon If they see cause.
Advertisements ln this column not to
HOUSEHOLD
furniture
for
sale,
Chapter. O.ES. were guests of Ivy i jones.
FRANCES E HURLEY, late of RockSATURDAY, OUT. 24
MARY J WATTS, late of Thomaston, ttceed three line* Inserted once for 25 reasonable price. Must vacant. 10 Leland
Two Grange fairs are prominent
Chapter in Warren. Thursday night,
Mr. and Mrs. John Harrison and
, land, deceased F. Helen Paladino of deceased. Will and Petition for Probate cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi St.
123-125
events for the coming week. Good- Rockland was appointed Admx.. sept. IS, thereof, asking that the same may be tional lines five cente each for one time
on the occasion of its annual inspec- | son and Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Rines of
“Love Before Breakfast”
RECONDITIONED furniture for sale.
proved and allowed and that Letters 10 cents for three times. Six words Oct
will Grange of South Warren will 1936 without bond
15. 16, 17. bargains. Riverside Hall
tion with Mrs. J. Russell Davis, dis- Chelsea. Mass., have been guests of
Testamentary Issue to Samuel W Lewis, make a line.
HARRY
NAUM
STAVRE.
late
of
Rock

CAROLE LOMBARD.
T
J W1L1IAMS. Appleton. Me 123-125
hold forth Wednesday with a fair, land. deceased. Spiro Adams of Rock of Brookline. Mass.. he being the execu
trict deputy grand matron, of this Mrs. Jessie Achorn.
PRESTON FOSTER
FOUR weeks old pigs for sale. $3 J. L.
baked bean supper and a dance in the land was appointed Admr. Sept. 15. tor named ln said Wlll. without bond.
town, as inspecting officer. Supper
Mr. and Mrs. Haxry Stenger of
GRIFFIN. Union.
123-125
LOUISE A. GRAY, late of Thomaston,
1936. without bond.
evening.
White
Oak
Grange
of
North
Matinee,
2.30
P.
M.
deceased.
Will
and
Petition
for
Pro

preceeded the meeting. Those who , Philadelphia were in town a few days
WANTED
COLUMBIA Vlctrola for sale. A-l
SPrRO K ECONOMY, late of Rock bate thereof, asking that the same may ;
Warren will conduct a fair, serve land. deceased. Thomas K Economy of
condition Original price 8125. 80 high
attended were Mr. and Mrs. Walter recently.
be proved and allowed and that Letters
class records. Included ln sale. Price $15.
chicken
supper, and give a dance Rockland was appointed Admr.. Sept. 15. Testamentary Issue to Marlon L. Graf
SPECIAL
—
S10
given
away
each
Young, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Carroll, j Miss Lois Hagerman was at home
182 Camden St.
124-126
.
1936. without bond.
ton of Thomaston, she being the Execu
WOMAN for general housework wanted
Saturday night in three prizes
Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. William W. Gilchrest. ' from Holden. Mass., for the weekend
SIXTY pullets for sale, laying. Rhode
Apply MRS. WILSON. 48 Talbot Ave
_ __ ____ , ...
„ T
JOSIAH W CLARK, late of Thomaston. trix named ln said will, without bond.
123*125 Island Reds blue ribbon at Fair ROY
125-126
Ret. and Mrs H I. Holt returned deceased Lucy B SOlery of Thomas
JOHN PERIE, late of South Cushing,
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar A. Ames, Mrs j ^rd holiday.
MILLER. Union.
124-126
appointed Admx Sept. 15. 1936. deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
Wednesday from a visit in Exeter ton was
Avis Brasier. Mrs. Florence Gardiner, | Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Levensaler have
qualified
by
filing
bond
on
same
thereof,
asking
that
the
same
may
be
HORACE
PERRY*
’
Cor
&
Union
and
and
PLACE
on
Old
County
road.
Rockland
N. H., and Boston. Rev. Mr. Holt will aate.
proved and allowed and that Letters of Wulow Sts , Rockland.
87-tf for sale Seven room house, with bath
Mrs. Blanche C. Vose. Mrs. Doris returned from South Eliot.
Administration with the wlll annexed be j
■
- ■ —■.......... — .. ..
WARREN
room. electric lights, furnace. Barn at
preach Sunday morning and evening
CHARLES
F
NEWBERT.
late
of
Issued
to
Edith
M
Perle
of
South
CushRELIABLE
person
to
drive
car
south
Simmons. Mrs. Dorothy Young, Mrs.
Miss Arietta Maloney is passing a
Appleton, deceased Maynard M Brown Ing or some other suitable person, with wanted, pay own expenses. Write B D E tached. suitable for garage or for keep
at
the
Congregational
Church.
cow and hens. Three acres land, part
Anne Day. Mrs. Dorothy Libby. Mrs. vacation from her duties in Judge
f Appleton was appointed Admr . Sept oond
Officers elected at the annual
1 Care of Courier-Gazette__________ 124-126 ing
tilled for gardens. Large raspberry patch,
Miss 6maU R. N. of Portland is 15 1936 and qualified by filing bond on
Hazel M. Young. Mrs. Blanche C. Smith's office with friends in Massa meeting Wednesday of the E. A
SARAH J WATTS, late of Rockland
MIDDLE-aged housekeeper wanted in aeveral fruit trees. Price reasonable.
same date.
caring for Mrs. Gould who is 111.
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate widower’s home Older children assist Communicate with Box 126, Rockport.
Lermond. Mrs. Emma Kalloch, Mrs. chusetts
Starrett Camp. Sons of Union Vet
with work. Plain cooking. 6 Water St Maine.
120-125
GERTRUDE
FLORENCE
PETTEF
late
!
thereof,
asking
that
the
same
may
be
Mrs. Ella Cunningham recently en of Rockland, deceased Alan L Bird of proved and allowed and that Letters Thomaston
124*126
Emma Young, Mrs. Madelyn Spear.
Lewis Burns of Boston has been erans Auxiliary- were: President. Mrs. '
BRAND new RCA Victor Radio, never
Rockland was appointed Admr. Sept 15. Testamentary issue to Alan L Bird of
tertained
at
her
summer
cottage
at
I
wish
to
have
some
elderly
woman
to
Mrs. Minnie Wilson, Mrs. Lucy guest of his mother. Mrs. Fannie Edith Spear; vice president. Mrs.
1936. and qualified by filing bond on Rockland, he being the Executor named board. Warm, comfortable home, good connected. Table model. For Immediate
sale, $25 Tel 672-M
125-127
Crescent Beach, Mis. Alice Mathews same
date.
in said Will, with bond.
board MRS S A. FOSTER. West Main
Sillery, Mrs. Cora Knights. Mrs. Burns.
Rosina Buber: first trustee. Mrs. I
FINAL sale of household lurnitm? at
125-127
Miss Edna F Boggs. Mrs. Anna Star
CHARLES H MOOR, late of Rockland, St Box 116. Thomaston.
FRANK H MONTGOMERY late of
Winnifred Slader. Mrs. Bernice M.
Mr. and Mrs. B. G Miller have Mabel Mills; second trustee, Mrs
1 o'clock today FERN BROWN, 28
GARAGE wanted for the winter not Linden street.
Dedham. Mass deceased Eliza B Mont deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
I Alice Peabody; third trustee. Mrs. rett and Miss Grace Lawrence.
125-lt
Knights, Mrs. Edna Young. Mrs.
in Portland.
gomery of Dedham. Mass . was appointed thereof, asking that the same mav be too far from corner of Gay and North
Mrs. Helen Hilton. Mrs. Edith Exx . Sept. 15. 1936. and qualified by proved and allowed and that Letters Main streets Write "OARAGE care
ROYAL Portable Typewriter Just like
Ruth Perry. Hcllis Harrington. Edgar
The fire department extinguished Helen Hilton; treasurer. Mrs. Lubelle
125-127 new. $22 50: Remington adding machine.
filing bond on same date. Gilford B Testamentary issue to Harriet H. Moor The Courler-Oazette.
$35; check protector. $25. all machines
Crawford. Axel Johnson, of this town a bad chimney fire Wednesday Sidelinger; patriotic instructor. Mrs Wylie. Mrs. William Stickney, and Butler of So. Thomaston. Agent ln of Rockland, she being the Executrix
GIRL for housework, must be good guaranteed
All repair work done by
named In said Will, without bond.
Maine.
cook. 8 a m to 4 p m. 18 Shaw Ave
Mr. and Mrs. John Mitchell and Mrs. j morning at the home of George Alice Gray; chaplain. Miss Mary E
factory trained mechanics at lowest
ESTATE
HUDSON
L.
BOWLEY.
late
of
_________ 125-tf prices.
guests
Friday
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Eugene
JAMES
E
KELLEY.
late
of
Somerville.
Royal
Typewriter 8ales and
Mas. deceased state street Trust Com I Mllton- Mass
deceased Petition for
Clqyton Oliver, of Friendship, and Daniels.
Kalloch; guide. Mrs. Shirley Bowley;
125-127
SECOND hand separator wanted ln Service. 81 Union St.. Tel 142
“any - ol'Bo,ton Mass
SSw 'ev’o?‘Randolnh’ I?"
L
Welt in Auburn.
Mrs. Robert Mitchell, of Waldoboro.
good
condition.
CITY
FARM.
Tel
117-W
District Deputy Clarence Benner assistant guide, Mrs Alice Peabody;
WINCHESTER rlfle~for sale Caliber
Exr . Sept 15. 1936 without bond Rob^ ® ’e'r sSltable
P
°r
125-127 30 Army (30-40) ln perfect condition.
Mrs.
Clara
Lermond
made
a
recent
person
Reginald G. Henderson resumed and staff of Germania Lodge. I.O. i inside guard. Mrs. Flora Peabody; 1
appointed
Webster of Rockland. Agent ln Maine.
Admr., without bond.
TRUCK load wanted on return trip RUSSELL BARTLETT. 596 Old County
his duties as village mail carrier OF. installed the officers of War- outside guard. Mrs. Alice Cook; color visit in Wilton with Mrs. Eva Jenn
125-127
MARY I INGRAH.AM. late of Camden,
ESTATE ELIZABETH S TURNER, late from Boston to Bangor route, within ten Road. Rockland.
ings
and
Mrs.
Cora
Prince.
days
ELMER KALLIO. Tenant's Harbor. • 117 White Leghorn pullets lor sale
deceased Alan L. Bird of Rockland was of Thomaston, deceased Petition for
Thursday after a two weeks vaca ren Lodge Friday night.
; guards. Mrs. Ina Overloek Mrs. Abbie
124-126 started to lay. $1.25 each: also wood
Mrs. Lydia Saucier has moved to appointed Admr. d.bn.. Aug. 18. 1936. Admlnstratlon. asking that Ruth T.
tion.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Moody have Stickney; press correspondent, Mrs.
and qualified by filing bond Sept. 15, George of Thomaston, or some other
burner parlor stove Beech Hill Rockport.
the Morgan house on Ludwig street 1936.
THOMAS MONDAN, RFD. Rockland
suitable person be appointed Admx
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Sanders and been in Bar Harbor.
Helen Hilton; department delegates.
________ _________________________ 125*127
Thomaston.
ROY H GOULD, late of Union, de without bond.
daughter accompanied by Mrs. Edwin
The annual meeting of the Comen Mrs. Flora Peabody, Mrs. Shirley
♦ FOUR Toy puppies for sale Nice pets
ESTATE EVELYN L. AMES, late of
ceased Herbert L Grinnell of Union
for children. Tel. 960-R 42 Fulton St
Burkhardt and son Morgan left Cemetery Association was recently Bowley; first and second alternates, Guest a few days this week of was appointed Admr Aug 18. 1936. and Matinlcus Isle Plantation, deceased.
« _____________________________
Misses Lizzie Winslow and Winnie qualified by filing bond Sept. 12. 1936. Petition for Administration, asking that
125-127
Thursday for Allentown, Penn., held at the home of Edwin Miller.
Miss Mary Kalloch and Mrs. Isa
Weston L Ames of Matinlcus Isle Plan
GREAT bargain In 6-room house In
Winslow, was Mrs. E. B Herrick of
ELIZABETH ROGERS, late of Owls tation. or some other suitable person
where they will spend two weeks
RUSH ln your cider apples this month. fine condition, good location Price right
* * * *
Teague; national delegate. Miss Ida
H'ad. deceased Myra Rogers Scammon be appointed Admr., without bond.
23 cents a hundred Grind dally SIMON- Just off the Main Highway, much cheapof Owls Head was appointed Exx., Sept.
while visiting relatives.
Landscaping Authority Addresses
gtevens; alternate. Mrs. Annie Rokes Rangeley.
123-125 er than paying rent $1,000 takes it R
ESTATE DWIGHT M VIRGIN, late of j TON'
The
Water
Company
advises
that
15.
1936.
and
qualified
by
filing
bond
Club
Mr. and Mrs. George B Mathews,
Rockland, deceased Petition for Admini
CASH for your old car. any make and U COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
of Syracuse. N. Y.; secretary’- Mrs. the water will be shut off at 8 Sept. 17. 1936.
125-130
stration.
asking
that
Gladys
W
Bradley
. .. .
--------- «i condition. Call or write North End Rockland
The October meeting of the Com- EUa
pianist. Mrs. Edna
who spent the summer with Mrs.
JOB W INGRAHAM, late of Camden, and Marlon W Kendall, both of Worces- Wrecking Co. 158 Camden
amden St Tel | HOUSE No 28 Birch St Route No 1.
o'clock
tonight.
Saturday.
All
wa

munity
Garden
Club
was
held
in
the
deceased.
Priscilla
H
Lamb.
Maud
H
ter.
Massachusetts,
or
some
other
suit

Mathews- sister. Miss Jessie Craw758-M after 6 p. m.
*_________ 124*126 Atlantic Highway for sale or to let; 8
Jones; installing officer. Mrs. Edith
Felton and Charlotte H Ingraham, all able person, be appointed Admrs.. with
ford returned yesterday to (New Community House Thursday night Wylie. Installation will be held the ter users should shut the water off of Camden, were appointed Adminis out
tul^Rearnng' 16
SnTdu^^trcet “Warmly bmJt^S?
bond.
in their own cellar.
tratrices July 21. 1936. and qualified by
Britain, Conn.
j with Arnold Davis, an instructor at first meeting in January.
ROBERTA S. HUFNAGEL. late of | Prompt repif O. A. A. JONES. Bluehlll
filing bond September 24. 1936.
Mount Vernon, N. Y. deceased Ex- Falls. Maine
123-125 easy to heat Well adapted for roomers
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred P. Chapman I the OCC Camp in Augusta, as a
or tourists About an acre of garden land
“Seth Parkers Jonesport Folks"
empllfled copy of Will and Probate
Attest:
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock with large storehouse Inaulre of J N.
thereof,
together
with
CHARLES
L.
VEAZIE.
Register.
Petition for land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
and son. Alfred, returned home Tues- ; speaker.
presented Thursday night at the FINNISH GIRL WINNER
Prohafe of Fore Ids. will o.viee
UM Hair Store, aa um Ol. snail oiue
FARNHAM. 32 Cedar St . Rockland, Me
day after several days' motor trip
His talk was on landscaping which Baptist Church under auspices of the
_________________________________ 125*127
I ?™v
copy of
of said will may be allowed, filed solicited. H. C. RHODES Tel. 519-J.
118-tf
The appended story, wireless to the
which included visits in Darien. | proved interesting and instructive
i
and
recorded
in
the
Probate
Court
of
BABY carriage, white enamel crib,
Legal Notice
Baptist Ladies' Circle was well at- Boston Herald, we are confident that
and several other articles for sale, cheap
Knox County, and that Letters Testa
Conn., jvith his mother. Mrs. Mary especially the suggestions on the tendsd and held its
appeal. The
for
cash MP5 WILLIAM W BUTLER.
mentary be Issued to Frederick F
City. Tel 603-M_________________ 124*126
! Hufnabel of said Mount Vernon. N Y ,
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Legal Notices
Chapman, and with Mr. and Mrs. I making of lawns and transplanting music was excellently arranged, and paper will allow us to bring to the
without bond
POCOHONTAS soft coat. 18 50: hard
John J. Jacobson and Aina
Davis Bradley, in Ballston Spa, N. of trees and shrubs both of which the dialogue contained humor and attention of our down-east readers S. WHEREAS.
B PAULSEN.
Jarvl both of .Vhby Massachusetts b
™L\S
latn,<lLW<X’d' MAINE STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION 5?®1' *’5; _£oke *” J
We
are
always
glad
to
notice
what
Is
123-tf
hx- their mortgage
mnrtaajp rtpprt
Spntpmbpr ! _ry N. J., deceased. Exemplified
copy
NOTICE TO BKIIH.E CONTRACTORS
- 84-2. Thomas.on.
Y. Visits were also made to the State , are ssential in laying out grounds pathos.
,
,
by
deed rintpd
dated September
.u
"L"
going on among the Finnish
llth 1929 »uu
and ivwiuvu
recorded $$>
In auva
Knox Regis-j|
sss.s^>.> people
—
iim.
Dodti/xn
u »
r t2geth
i _el I punier
Notice is iiricuy
hereby given that
viAMv otaivu
sealed i OAK Lumber sawed to order, also Oak
Prisons in Windsor, Vt., and Con- j or making a garden. Mr. Davis has
Inspection of Ivy Chapter
Whn ors much in pvir<pnpp anion'
trv of Deeds. Book 221. Page 346 con- ""i1 »
°f
1 proposals will be received at the office Piling for sale. ISAAC DORR. Orland
who are much m evidence amon, leyed to Laurl P Mlettinen of Harrison. WUl. ^klng that the copy of said w il
Maine State Highway Commission. , _________________________________
Maine.
119-13(
cord. N. H.
had considerable experience in both
130
District Deputy Grand Matron
the County of Cumberland and State |
r™,-. I,
/!52r.led " Augusta. Maine, until ten o'clock a
WINTER and cider apples for sale.
The Beta Alpha Club meets ln the j of these lines for he worked on the Mrs. Russell Davis of Thomaston in Knox County's population and valued in
] Sttuidard Time. Wednesday. October 28
of Maine, a certain lot or parcel of land the Probate Court of Knox County.
MAURICE SULLIVAN, late of East 1 1936, for the construction of the follow- very cheap. Call 793-W, after 4 p. m.
State Park project in Augusta where spected Ivy Chapter. OES. Wednes because of their good citizenship. The with the buildings thereon, situated ln
Baptist vestry Monday at 7:30.
119-tf
South Thomaston. Maine, and bounded Boston. Massachusetts, deceased. Ex- Ing bridge structures:
Herald
article
reads:
over
4.000
trees
were
moved
in
from
Mrs. Ellis C. Young went to South
empllfled copy of Wlll and Probate
Second Otter Stream Bridge over Otter
ONE new 31 ft.. 8'i beam trunk cabin
and described as follows, to wit:
day night. Chapters invited included
thereof,
together
with
a
Petition
for
Stream
ln
Milford,
Penobscot
County.
pleasure
or
fishing
Boat
for
sale.
No
BEGINNING at the chore of Georges
Portland yesterday to spend the the woods and pastures, some of Grace of Thomaston. Naomi of NOVEL BY MAID
River on the Eastern side thereof by Probate of Foreign Will, asking that the Maine. U. S. WPFR Project No. 20 Con- motor Price $600 Half down, balance
WINS
$10,009
PRIZE
land of Elijah Hall; thence running on copy of said will may be allowed, filed crete portion, estimate 2.400 lln. ft. piles, quarterly payments C. A. WINCHEN
■weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Frank them after the snow was on the Tenant's Harbor and Orient of
Bay State Domestic Takes Award In said Hall’s land ES E 460 rods to stake and recorded ln the Probate Court of I50 cu yds concrete and 35.4 MBM BACH & SONS. Waldoboro. Me. 116-127
ground with the loss of very few.
Lombard (Mildred Mitchell).
__
Union. Other guests were present
and stones: thence S.S W. to land for Knox County, and that Letters Testa- timber.
FRANKLIN stove for sale, like new.
Swedish-Finnish Competition
Second Otter Stream Bridge over Otmerly of Simon Thompson, twenty-five mentarv be Issued to Susie A Sullivan of
Land that had been used for from Forget-me-not Chapter of
Mrs. Eugene Upham of Camden
East
Boston.
Massachusetts
without
ter
Stream
in
Milford.
Penobscot
County only slightly used Price right Also 2
and
one-half
«25>
2
>
rods;
thence
N.N.W
Helsingfors:
A sensation was
cottages on Georges River. ALFRED
bond.
Maine
U.
S
WPFR
Project
No
20
Steel
was overnight guest Wednesday of dumping purposes was reclaimed and South Thomaston, Golden Rod of
, by said Thompson’s land to stake and
lATHcr.
, superstructure—estimate
270.000
lbs. HOCKING. Tel. 17, Tenants Harbor.
Misses A. Mabel Fernald and Gladys made into a park where all of the 1 Rockland and Wiwurna of Waldo caused Wednesday when it became st'Ones: thence SS w to a spring; thence
ESTATE LOUISE BACHELDER. late of structural steel
known
that
the
Finnish
born
Sally
1
W N W. to the town road; thence W N w
dec?,ase<1 Plr?t abd flnal account
starrett Bridge over St George River
trees native to Maine may be found
HIGHEST quality gas. State of Maine,
Fernald.
to the shore of Georges River, being filed for allowance by Frank E. Oowdy. ln Warren. Knox County Maine U. 8.
boro.
wholesale, retail; tires bargain prices.
Salminen. at present a domestic in . twenty-five (25> rods ln width and con Admr e t a.
I
WPFR
Project
No
26
Estimate
2.300
lln
John Tilison, who has been ill six and almost all of the shrubs careCONTINENTAL
DISTRIBUTORS.
265
More than 100 sat down to a baked
taining seventy-four (74i acres, more or
ESTATE ADELAIDE H FIELDS, late of ft Piles. 45 MBM timber and 47.000 lbs. Main St.. City.
118-tf
weeks. is able to sit up part of each fully labeled for easy indentification. bean supper which preceeded the the family of a Massachusetts mil less Excepting a certain lot conveyed Rockland,
deceased
First
and
final
acstructural
steel
Readvertised
Elijah Hall by Joseph Coombs. Jr .
GOOD hard wood vinegar and pork
These projects are to be bid upon and
day.
| Almost any tree up to 12 feet high meeting. Table decorations were of lionaire, had won the first prize of : to
by deed dated Sept 14th. 1811. and re count filed for allowance by Mildred F I the
contracts executed under provisions barrels for sale. PERRY'S coal wharf.
Fred Hinckley returned to Boston ! can b? transplanted if a little care is
50.0C0 marks ($20.000» in a literary ■ corded in the Lincoln Registry of Deeds, Besse. Admx.
114-tf
Federal Emergency Relief Aopro- ___________
autumn leaves, yellow and orange
ESTATE THOMAS 1 cutfstf .-j °f
Book 75. Page 121.
H prlatlon Act of 1936 and all Bulletins
„ __ competition inaugurated by two big
FORDSON tractor for sale BICKNELL
yesterday after being guest of Mr. used in the digging and many of the candles, and green
See deed of Matl Matson to Laurl P MILDRED E SWEENEY, of Rockland and (Circulars -issued thereunder and
napkins. About,
_______
_ j__
MANUFACTURING
CO
118-tf
First and final account filed for al pertaining thereto subsequent to the
and Mrs. Bowdoin L. Grafton, for i vines, ferns and shrubs found grow- 150 attended the meeting which fol- publishing firms in Finland and Mlettinen dated Sept. 18th. 1912. and lowance
by Patrick F Sweeney, Gdn
_
,
,
, _.i,.
i recorded in Knox County Registry of
SMALL pigs for sale, $3 up. F. A.
Act.
ing wild adapt themselves readily to
Sweden for the best no»el written in | uee^g Book 164. Page 399
several days.
ESTATE SARAH J. JAMESON,
____ . ____
late of!
„
The attention of the bidders Is directed KTMBALL. 397 Old County Rd.. Tel
: lowed.
Union, deceased First and final account , to the Special Provisions covering sub 321~w__________
118-tf
M .ppelta water dorln, th. I >»
™ “““ »“ I
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pilkington new surroundings and with a little
filed for allowance by Frank R Jame- , letting or assigning the contracts and
USED) pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
son. Exr.
: to the use ot Domestic Materials.
” 1 “4t,o WKEHI48
p..,, r
motored here from Winchester, cultivation the results are surprising .nterUInmen. h.u, „,.nS.d by Ml»
let for the season Phone us.
as. Rockland
ESTATE ANNIE B BROWN late of
1316 minimum wage paid to the followThe next meeting will, be Nov. 12 Evelyn Sawyer, Miss Hilda Aspey, '-omPviiiors.
Mass.. Wednesday and were over
j en by hts deed of alignment, dated Frlendshlp. decea-t-d First^and finalfsklll«'d la‘>OT: riveter rivet heater 980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
of Wm A Richards SSi..
?Sr “dth‘‘’,uc^^lhJ?r^roSUdoU.r
night guests of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver with Mrs. W. H. Crowell, Mrs. Joseph and’ Mrs. Avis Norwood, was the
Miss Salminen is 30 years old. was |
^eds^BooTYn^Pa^^ count
ALL kinds of dry hard, and soft wood,
sllnu'nnrp hv Wm n Rood ajo-r rt k »->
on these contracts, snail dc one aonar
' ™d twenty cents (11 20) txt hour
Brooks and T. B Brown in charge of pantomime “A Bachelor's Reverie” brought up in the Aaland islands in I assigned to John Anderson and Gilford ct°a of laid estate
under cover, also lumber T. J. CARHahn.
d K
1
Thp
minimum
wage
paid
to
the
followROLL,
Tel. 263-21, Roekland.
118-tf
K
’
.....
nt,, u.i.___ ! B Butler both of South Thomaston.
Mrs. Luther A. Clark, accompanied the program.
ESTATE ANTT1 RAATIKAINEN. late ing skilled labor- crane operator, dragin which parts were taken by: Miss the Ba.tic. Sh. b.longel to a familj j Maine, the said mortgage and note and
THIRTY foot cabin Cruiser for sale
of
South
Thomaston,
deceased.
First
and
line
operator,
hoisting
engineer
(2
or
“Let's Sing Again” is the Tuesday Hi’da Aspey Mrs Bcrnys Jameson, of 12. She lost her father when she, debt thereby secured, and all right, title
by Mrs. Rcssie Roundy and Mrs.
final account (including special claim more active drums), and power shove! fully equipped, call FLY'S GARAGE
K J’
, ,
,
, and Interest ln same.
118-tf
Margaret Stewart, returned 'home' attraction at Star Theatre. On Mrs. Ruby
for allowance by George operator employed on these contracts
Kalloch. Mrs. Christine was seven years old. She left school | and whereas the condition of said of Admr.) filed
— shRll be one dollar ($100) per hour.
Thursday after a brief visit with j Thursday Joe Brown appears in Barker. Miss Evelyn Berry. Mrs. at 13 to earn a living and emigrated ! m^gf'T^g.e<?R^Yrreason of the Raatlkalnen. Admr.
The minimum wage paid to all skilled
ESTATE OLIVIA B JAMES. late Of
Mrs. Clark s aunt. Mrs. Grace Buker, “Earthworm Tractors” and on Sat Ethel Griffin. Mrs. Margaret Sawyer,; to America. Miss Salminens realistic breach of the condition thereof, we the Milton. Mass , deceased First and final labor excent those listed above em
n'oved
on mese
these coni
contracts shall be eighty
,... j
undersigned, claim a foreclosure of said account filed for allowance by Arthur _2ved °?
urday. “Love Before Breakfast” with Mrs. Alzada Simmons. Mrs. Avis Nor- novel Katrina, a first work considin Farmington Falls.
mortgage
d Hill. Richard H wiswell. and Adams
? ?*r
*
Adams ! Thecent
minimum
wake paid to all In
Mrs. Enoch M. Clark was hostess Carole Lombard.
wood. Mrs. Evelyn Robinson. Miss ered an outstanding literary event ill 19^1ted at Kockland- Maine, October 1st,1 Sherman Hill, all of Boston. Mass.. Exrs. termediate labor emploved on these con ♦
i
ESTATE FRANK EDWARD JOHNSON, tracts shall be fifty (50) cents per hour.
to Thursday club her guests being
JOHN ANDERSON.
•Evelyn Sawyer, and Mrs. Jessie Scandinavia is already being trans- |
late of Norwich. Conn., deceased. First
The minimum wake paid to all unGILFORD B BUTLER
Mrs. Oscar H. Crie. Mrs. Weston affair was largely attended, their Walker.
FOUR-room tenement at 38 Mechanic
and final account filed for allowance by skilled labor employed on these conla ted into several languages.
119-S-125 The Hartford-Connecticut Trust Com tracts shall be forty (40) cents per hour street to let. lights, flush MRS W S.
Young. Mrs. Orvel Williams, Mrs. relatives and friends taking this op
Mrs. Willis Vinal was the reader
pany. Exr.
A fixed charge of fifteen dollars KENNISTON. 176 Main St. Tel. 874-W.
made for the plans and
Charles Smith. Mrs. Edwin F. Lynch, portunity of offering congratulations. and Mrs Carrie Smith, the accomESTATE BLANCHE B. STEWARD, late ($15 001 will befor
each structure, four
FURNISHED apartment. 3 rooms. 2nd
of Rockport, deceased. First and final specifications
Mrs. Earl Risteen, and Mrs. Vernon
teen
dollars
($14
of which Is return floor. Bath, lights, oil heat, pantry,
In the living room where Mr. and panist. Tenor solos were sar.g by
account filed for allowance by Gilford able If nlans and00)sneclflcatlons
are re garage If desired. Fine condition. Suit
Achorn. Prizes were awarded Mrs. Mrs. Dunn received, huge bouquets of Chester Wyllie. A mock wedding had
i B. Butler. Admr.
turned in good condition within a limit able for couple Available Oct. 20. C. A.
ESTATE JOSEPHINE P. WALKER, late ed time.
Speaking of the outstanding motor
Williams. Mrs. Achorn and Mrs. chr.v; aiithemuirr, Talisman roses willis Vinal as the bride; W. H.
EMERY. _Tel_436-M^_________ 124-tf
of Thomaston, deceased. Second and
Eieh -roposal must be made vnen the
Crie.
THREE light housekeeping rooms to
car for 1937
final account filed for allowance by b'ank form provided bv the Commis
and carnations were effectively Robinson, the groom; George Walker
Robert Walsh. Exr
sion and must be accompanied bv a lot. at 17 Crescent street. Hot and cold
Services at St. John s Church Sun used as decoration and in the dining minister; others in the wedding
wateruse
of bath Adults only. 125*127
ESTATE GEORGE S ROBINSON, minor ce-tlfled cheek for five hundred dollars
day will be Holy Eucharist and ser room yellow losebudr were used. Mrs. group being Mrs. Emma Norwood.
FIVE-room apartment to
let. on
of Warren Petition for License to Sell ($50000) as a guarantee that the bidder
certain Real Estate, situated In Warren, will contract for the work If It Is ground flour. Main St. MRS. ETTA
mon. 10 a. m.; Evensong and sermon Lewis C Sturtevant dipped the punch Mrs. Evelyn Robinson. Miss Evelyn
to him.
BENNEP. Thomaston
125*127
and fully described ln said Petition, awarded
Each proposal shall be ln a separate
7:30 p. m.
presented by Jeannette H Robinson of envelope,
and Mrs. Lawrence H. Dunn. Mrs. sawyer. Mrs. Margaret Sawyer.
8EVERAL small tenements to let. C.
sealed and plainly marked
Warren.
Gdn.
The Board of Trade held its first William T. Flint. Mrs. W. B D. Gray, Elbert Starrett and Mrs. Alice Watts.
“Proposal for tbe construction of----------- M. BLAKE Wallpaper store. Tel. 1061.
124-126
ESTATE GERTRUDE FLORENCE PET- Br’dffe In the Town of----------- .”
meeting of the season in the Episco- Mrs. Albert B. Ehiot. Miss Clara
Callers Sunday at the home of
TEE. late of Rockland, deceased. Peti
Tbe successful bidder will be required
HEATED room to let. upstairs. 25 Oak
tion for License to Sell certain Real to furnish a surety company bond In street.
123*125
pal parish hall Thursday night after . spear and Miss Margaret Copeland GeOrge Teague were Mrs. Nettie
Estate, situated in Rockland, and fully the amount of seventy-five (75) per
FURNISHED apartment to let: three
Proposal
described ln said Petition, presented by Cpnt of the contract price
a supper served by Mrs. Edward | assisted in reiving.
•
Crawford Wilson and sister, Miss
forms, plans and specifications mav be rooms with modern Improvements. 19
Alan L. Bird of Rockland, Admr.
Mr anJ Mrs Dunn wre married Addje Crawford of Aurora. Ill.,
Stone. Mrs. Reginald G. Henderson
Willow St.
123*125
ESTATE JAMES M. WHITNEY, late of se-ured upon application to the Com
Miss Edna Watts, Miss Alcada L. in this town Oct. 14. 1886 by Rev. natives of this town who had been
HOUSE trailer lor sale or to let, suit
Rockport, deceased Petition for Allow mission.
The right is reserved to reject any or able for going south. 138 Camden street.
ance presented by Elsie M Whitney of ail proposals.
Hall, Miss Virginia Pierce and Miss William A. Newcombe, D. D. Mr. visiting friends in Thomaston. Older
Tel. 1214-M.
122-tf
Rocxport, Widow.
MAINE STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION
Melba Ulmer. The time was devoted Dunn was for many years a member residents will remember them as the
TWO 4-room tenements to let at 38
PETITION for CHANGE OF NAME,
Augusta, Maine. October 13. 1936
Mechanic
St
.
suitable
for
one
famlly
If
125-lt
"'king that the name of Walter Willie
to a discussion of business.
of the firm of Dunn and Elliot Com- daughters of Oliver Crawford, who
desired. Lights, flush. MRS W. S. KEN
Moon of South Thomaston be chanked
NISTON. 176 Main St . Tel. 874-W. 119-tf
to Walter Willie Black. Presented by
Services at the Federated Church pany, ship-builders and for nearly1 lived at the Arthur Peabody place
Gladys M. Black of South Thomaston
NEWLY decorated apt. to let. four
Probate Notices
Sunday will be Sunday School at 20 years has been in the garage busi- j.and iater at the Raymond Payson
mother.
rooms, and bath. 12 Knox St.. Tel. 156-W.
9:45 o'clock; morning worship at 11; ness. Sterling silver pieces were pre- house, going west with their parents
__________________________________ 118-tf
ESTATE HENRIETTA B DUFFY, late
of Wrentham. Mass . deceased First and said oetitlon. presented by Alta H
PARK Street Grill to let. completely
pastor's sermon entitled, "Withhold sented this well known couple as well when young girls. They called at
Final account filed for allowance bv
furnished. V. F. STUDLEY. Tel. 1154 or
Cunningham. Admx.
Walter E. Duffy, of Wrentham. Mass
Not Thine Hand.' At this service the as other gifts, congratulatory mes- ' both places and also at the home of
330.
115-tf
Exr.
CAROLINE S BARRY, late of Cam
j Miss Tena McCallum.
Federated Choral Association will sages and flowers.
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
ESTATE THOMAS SIMPSON, late of den. deceased. Will and Petition for modern,
at 48 Grace St Tel. 133.
114-tf
sing the anthem. "Lead Us O
of Warren, deceased. Petition for Con Probate thereof, asking that the same
-----------------Dr. Charles O. Dayrymple of Worflrmatlon of Trustee, ask’ln" “th'aY Ann'!; mav bp Provcd and allowed and that
APARTMENT to iet at corner of
Father” by Norman. At the evening
Public aupper at Baptist Church cester. Mass., spent last weekend and
E Watts of Warren be confirmed os i Letters Testamentary Issue to Elizabeth Union and Grove Sts. Very reasonable.
Trustee of the estate p en In Trast fo? i C Barry and Martha B Cornells, both MRS LEOLA ROSE. 100 Union St. 118-tf
service at 7 the pastor will use for Wednesday, Oct. 21. at 6 p. m. Baked holiday here with his family.
the benefit of Cora E SlmDson nref of Camden, they being the Executrices
THIRTY-EIGHT foot cabin Cruiser for
sented by said Annie E. Watts.P
’ P
named In said Wlll, without bond.
his subject, "The Parable of The beans, cold meats, salads, dessert,
Copies of Judge E. K. Gould's ad-'
hire nt anytime for sailing or fishing,
Witness.
MELZER
T.
CRAWFORD.
cal
l FLYE S GARAGE.__________ 118-tf
ESTATE GUY CAF.i.ETON la*e of
dress given at the Bi-centennial cele
Soils.”
coffee, 35c.—adv.
125-lt
Rockport deceased Sixth and final ac Esquire. Judge of Probate Court for
FOUR-room apartment to let all
Knox
County.
Rockland.
Maine.
At the Baptist Church services
bration may be had at the Mathews
count of Security Trust Company
modern. Apply at CAMDEN & ROCK
Attest:
Trustee, filed for allowance by Ensign
Sunday will begin with Bible School
Memorial Library.
The booklets I
LAND WATER CO.. Tel. 634.
118-tf
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
Otis, Receiver.
Vinalhaven
&
Rockland
contain information, not available in j
at 9:45; morning worship at 11; the
ESTATE MARTHA ANNETTE GOODSteamboat Co.
WIN. late of Camden, deceased First
pastor to speak on. “Reconcilation.”
Eaton's Annals.
and final account filed for allowance by
CHANGE OF TIME
At the evening service at 7, the
Guests Tuesday of Misses Lizzie
Alexandra Marie Johnson. Exx.
Effective
September
16,
1936
pastor will give the second in a
ESTATE ANGUS A. MCDONALD. late
Winslow and Winnie Winslow were
Subject To Change Without Notice
of
Thomaston, deceased. Petition for
series of sermons, "What We Are.”
Mrs. Olive Shuman and Mrs. Doro
Dally Except Sunday
Administration, asking that Arthur E
Land, Buildings, Machinery, Tools and Equipment
McDonald of Thomaston, or some other
Edward Hastings, Joseph Long and
VINALHAVEN LINE
thy Thomas of North Waldoboro.
sl!1.labJe Pers°h, be appointed Admr..
Richard Wyllie went Thursday to STEAMER:
with bond.
Plans for the annual meeting of
The Charles D. Blake property on Gay St. Place, Rockland, eonLeaves Vinalhaven at 8.00 A. M., ar
Olamon where they will spend several riving at Rockland at 9.20 A. M. Return-! the Past Matrons and Patrons As
MARTIN E WEBBER, late of Thom
iisting of two large lots of land, office and machine shop building,
ing, leaves Rockland at 2.45 P. M., araston. deceased. Will and Petition for
cement working building, cement mixers and other machinery and
days hunting.
sociation of district 12, are being
| riving at Vinalhaven at 4.00 P. M.
Probate thereof, asking that the same
equipment; motors, forge, house jacks, blocking, barrows, power
may be proved and allowed and that
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
made for Oct. 30, and will be held
Golden Wedding Anniversary
Letters Testamentary Issue to Maude L
machinery, shafting and belting and tools of every description.
A pleasant social event here this , ST^R^wans Island at 5.30 A. M„ with Ivy Chapter O.EB. Mrs. Laura
Webber of Thomaston, she being the
Substantial rash payment required.
Executrix,
named
ln
said
Will,
without
fall was the reception tendered Mr. Stonington 6.30, North liaven 740; due Starrett is chairman of the supper
bond.
For price and particulars apply to
and Mrs. Richard E. Dunn, Wednes- , mVkaveYiLeMlnd It’z.i* p"m“ Nmth J committee. Each chapter represented
ESTATE IVAN E. CUNNINGHAM, late
JOHN J. PERRY, Agent, 64 North Main St.
of Rockland, deceased. Petition for
day night, in ncognition of their , Haven 3.30, stonington 4.45; due at1 will furnish two numbers for the prolicense to sell certain real estate, situated
74Stf
golden wedding anniversary. The 1 Swan * *s,wlfl
6.00 p. M.
u gram, and a memorial service will be
ln said Rockland, and fully described ln I —
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Mr. and Mrs. J. Albert Jameson
CAMDEN
have been spending the week in New
J. C. Fish who has been a patient
York, where they attended the Na
tional Convention of the Loan and I at Community Hospital three weeks,
Building Association, held at the following a1 surgical cperation. has re
turned to his home on Pearl street.
Waldorf-Astoria.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Lenfest and Miss
Dr. and Mrs. O. R. Lawry and daugh- ------- ■ - —
—:
ters Miss Mary and Miss Dorothy
MRS. EMMA ROBBINS
have returned to their home on Oak
-------street, having closed their summer i Funeral services for Mrs Emma E.
home at North Cushing. Dr Lawry Robbins were held Wednesday after
will resume regular office hours.
, noon from her late home on Oliver
_____
street. Rev. J. Charles MacDonald of
Mrs. Perley Damon and Mrs. John the Flrst BaPtist Church officiating.
Clayter gave a delightful dinner- Oldtime friends were present in large
bridge Thursday afternoon at the numbers, and the bereaved ones were
Damon farm in Warren. A tempting greatly comforted by the many hand
old fashioned dinner was served at some floral offerings which were sent.
noon, followed by cards. Prizes went The bearers were Charles K. Macto Mrs. L. A. Crockett, Mrs. A. R. Whinnie, Frank Crockett, Peter Ed
Havener. Mrs. Walter Spear and Mrs. wards and Isaac B. Hooper. Inter
Helen Perry, with consolations to Mrs. ment was in the Robbins yard.
The deceased was born in BucksA. M. Moody, Mrs. Arthur Haines,
Mrs. Earle McIntosh and Mrs. Charles , P°rti April 8, 1860, coming to this
city after the demise of her father,
Proctor.
Colby Eldridge, who met death by
Dr. N. K. Wood, who has been visit - drowning. She was married to Frank
ing relatives at North Haven, and Mr. A. Robbins in 1879. and her decline
and Mrs. Almon Cooper of this city, in health followed his death three
has returned to his home in Boston. years ago.
Mrs. Robbins was a member of no
Members of the Outing Club dined organization; home life claimed her
at Rockledge Inn Wednesday.
time exclusively. The devotion be
tween her and the members of her
Mrs. R. E. Philbrick is ill at her family was mutual, but her loving
home on Chestnut street.
kindness did not end there. It ex
tended to her neighbors and to other
Miss Ellen Cochran returned Fri friends who stood in need of a friendly
day from Portland where she has hand.
been guest of Dr. and Mrs. Clough.
Three children were born to Mr.
and Mrs Robbins, but only one lived
A choral rehearsal of the Rubin beyond childhood—Mrs. John L. Bea
stein Club is called for Tuesday ton. Mrs. Robbins is also survived by
night at the home of Mrs Faith a half-brother, Frank Eldridge, in
Berry at 7 o’clock.
New York.
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Leona Lenfest are on a motor trip
through Canada. During their ab
sence, Miss Virginia Dunbar of South
Hope, is in charge of the Lenfest
Beauty Shop.
Knox Stamp Club meets Thursday
night with Mrs. T. J. French, Sea
street.
.
Freeman-Herrick Camp Auxiliary
will meet Monday night at the home
of Mrs. Fred Rice, Pearl street.
Cecil Rhodes, assistant manager a*,
the National Park Service office and
Mrs. Rhodes, are spending a few days
in Boston

ROCKPORT

Miss Eleanor Rogeis, Spanish inj structor in Haverhill. <Mass.) High
School was recent guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Sydney F. SnowMr and Mrs. Frank J. McDonne'!
1 leave today for Cambr.dge, Mass,
Mrs. Raymond Grindle of Win
called by the death of his mother,
throp, Mass., who came to attend the
|1 Th * High School, bio’ogy class, ln
funeral of Mrs. Emma Robbins, re
search of specimens, covered quite a
turns today.
territory Wednesday morning, ac1 comp-aii; i by their teacher Miss
Mrs. Flora Fernald is visiting in
| ®s*e Lane- They v.trc making a
Brewer, a guest of Mrs. Dana Cum
1 Partil'ula>' Jt'idy ef "Heed Dispersel."
mings.
The trio was a very profitable one
The Bapttst Women's Missionary
and many good specimens were found
Circle will meet at the Church, Tues
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Jameson were
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Watte of Can
The Nitsumsosum Club members
day, for an all-day session to—do
tendered a surprise housewarming at ton is visiting Mr. and Mrs. A. F.
and husbands met Monday night for
White Cross work. Covered dish din- ,
their recently bought home on Broad Russell, Claremont street. The Waites
| bridge at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
ner at 12 o'clock.
way Tuesday night and presented were among the Oxford County food
I A. V. McIntyre in Warren. High
The Elm Street Reading Club will
with a nice sum of money and other sufferers, having about five feet of
honors were won by Mrs. Douglas
meet Monday night with Mrs. C. C.
gifts. A social evening was spent and water in the house and seven feet
Bisbee and Frederick Richards with
Wood, Union street.
refreshments were served. Those in the bam. They occupied the sec
Mrs. Walter Carroll and Clyde Spear
Mrs. John Clayter and Mrs. Perley
present were Mr. and Mrs. Norman ond story of the residence until res
receiving low.
Damon of Rockland entertained
Gray, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Gray, Mr cued by their son. Mr. Waite is not
Mrs. Nancy Turner and daughter,
Thursday
at
the
Damon
farm
in
and Mrs. Lloyd Jameson. Mr. and Mrs. at all alarmed about another spring.
Mrs. Fred Kenney are moving from
Warren. Mrs. Florence Tinker, Miss
Clifford Allen. Mr. and Mrs. Sherwin "Never had any flood like that be i
Rockland to Mrs. Turner s house on
Harriet L. Gill and Mrs. Bertha
R. Forbes, Mr. and Mrs. Ray fore, and never expect to again," Mr. |
Church street.
Strong were Camden guests. Dinner
Mathews, Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Har Waite told The Courier-Gazette
The October meeting of the Gar
was followed by contract.
rington and children Glenice, Betty, yesterday.
den Club will be held Wednesday
The Congregational Good Cheer
Barbara and LeRoy, Jr., Mr. and
night at the home of Mrs. Ralph
Class will meet at Mrs. Stella LenThe Glenn Lawrence family will
Mrs. Myron Mank and daughter Lu
Buzzell, Amesbury Hill. An inter
fest's cottage at Lake Megunticook,
cille, Warren Gardner, Mrs. Kath make their winter residence at the
esting program is being arranged and
Tuesday. Supper at 7 o'clock.
erine Small, Mrs. George Hamlin, Silsby apartment on Summer street.
it is hoped that every member will
Robert
Dexter
is
on
a
vacation
Mrs. George Thurston. Cecil Barter
attend.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jasper
Rawley
were
from his duties at the Boyntcn-Mcand Arine Hill.
Mrs. Emma Potter of Dorchester,
called to Little Deer Isle yesterday by
Kay Pharmacy and with his family
Mass., is visiting at the home of Mr.
the
serious
illness
of
Mrs.
Rawley's
Is on a motor trip to New Hampshire
Mrs. Lucy Holbrook. 6 Cedar street,
and Mrs. Leander Welt.
and Veivnont via the White Moun
an invalid and shut-in, was well re mother, Mrs. Elsie Hendricks.
Twenty-two members attended the
tains. They will visit relatives in
membered on her birthday with
meeting of the Farm Bureau Tues
Miss Catherine Carpenter and Miss
Lyndonville, Vt., and Bethleham, N.
cards, gifts, flowers and two large
day at the home of Mrs. Minetta
Lorea Adams of Providence, are
H.
birthday cakes. She was greatly
Paul. The program "Clothing Acces
guests, of Mr. and Mrs. Frank B.
Members of Megunticook Grange
pleased. It helped make the day a
sories” was under the direction of
G:egory North Main street.
will visit Meenahga Grange Monday
happy one. Many friends called.
clothing project leader, Mrs. Elsie
night in Waldoboro and the third
Hawkins. Dinner at noon was in
L. Eugene Frost, who has been
and fourth degrees will be conferred
George Rawley of Windsorville and
charge of Mrs. Margaret Gregory and
spending a two weeks’ vacation at his
Huntley-Hill
Post
Auxiliary
will
friend of Augusta were guests Sun
Mrs. Harriet A Buker is today cele by officers of the visiting Grange. Mrs. Augusta Shibles.
home ln this city, returned Monday be entertained Tuesday night by Mrs.
Great
preparations
are
under
way
day at Fannie Holbrook's.
brating her 91st birthday anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie C. Deane re
to Boston.
Elizabeth Cormier, 17 Crescent street at her home on Camden street.
for the fair Nov. 20-21.
turned Thursday from a few days'
at
a
farewell
party
for
Mrs
Myra
Invitations
were
issued
Thursday
Miss Enah Orff of Lawrence, Mass.,
Mrs. Ralph Wentworth, Mrs. Clif
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wil
was a Sunday guest of her cousin. Mrs. ford Robbins and Mrs. Raymond Lud I Watts who leaves soon to spend the
The executive board of the Rubin for the wedding of Miss Marion son at Criehaven.
■
winter
in
Florida.
Members
of
the
Louise
Calder,
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Mae Perry, Grace street.
stein Club will give a reception Fri
wig of Hope and Mrs. Robert Durrell
A large delegation from the Baptist
Post are invited.
day evening to all members, at the Mrs Finlay Howard Calder, to Har Church attended dedication services
of this city recently motored to Port
~| the Universalist parlors. An attrac- leigh James MdMinn. both of this of Burleigh M. Sylvester at the First
Mrs Carleton Weaver of Washing land. They .were accompanied by
The monthly meeting of Chapin' t|ve program has been arranged, fea- town. The wedding will take place
ton visited her aunt. Mrs. Lizzie Rob Miss Corinne White, who was re
Baptist Church in Rockland Wednes
Class was held Tuesday night at the j turing Mrs. Bernice Sturtevant as Oct. 29. at 5 o'clock at St. Thomas
inson, Friday.
turning to her home in Boston, after
day night.
| Veazie farm, Rankin street. Thirty-I guest artist and Francis McPherson, Episcopal Church.
a brief visit with her sister, Mrs.
Mrs. Mattie Wigner of Newport,
Comique Theater attractions: Sun
eight members, husbands and guests ‘ noted accompanist ot Bath. NonMrs Clara Orff of Jefferson was a Wentworth.
N. J., who has been at the home of
day-Monday,
George
Raft
and
enjoyed
a
snack
supper
and
games
|
memb
ers
will
be
admitted
for
the
guest Sunday of her sister, Mrs. Lizzie
Rev. and Mrs. John Hyssong the
Robinson.
Major and Mrs. George Blaney and occupied the evening. The next( regular price of 35 cents and refresh. Dolores Costello in "Yours For The past two months, went Monday to
meeting
will
be
Tuesday
night
with
(
menU
wl
„
served
not
a
Asking;
”
Tuesday,
"Lady
be
Care

Mr and Mrs. Kennedy Crane have
Oreland. Pa., called by the death of
I guest night
ful;” also Get-Rich-Nite; $60 given
Attractions at Strand Theatre next returned from a motor trip to the Miss Edna Payson. Grace street.
her son-in-law.
away;
Wednesday
and
Thursday,
week are: Sunday. Monday and Tues White Mountains.
Baptist Church: John W. Hyssong,
Mr. and Mrs. Olaf Y. Ljungstedt,
The Apron Committee of the Relief Gary Cooper in "The General Died pastor. Sunday services: Morning
day, “Libeled Lady,” with four great
; formerly of Washington, D. C., who
Corps Fair met for sewing Wednes At Dawn.”
stars. William Powell, Myrna Loy,
worship at 11 a. m.; subject, "The
Dr. C. Harold Jameson was in
Members of Itooevik Club will have have been occupying the Bird apart day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Jean Harlow and Spencer Tracy;
Doctrine of Man"; 12 o'clock Bible
ments on Talbot avenue the past
Wednesday and Thursday, “Craig'; an afternoon gathering Tuesday at
Maude Cables. Picnic supper was fol Waterville Thursday attending the School, led by Miss Helene Dunbar,
summer, are occupying their new
Wife," with John Boles and Rosa the home of Mrs. Leforest A. Thurs
lowed by a beano party, those winning annual fall session of the Maine Supt., 6 p. m„ Christian Endeavor,
residence at Glen Cove.
ton
at
The
Highlands.
lind Russell; Friday and Saturday,
prizes being Mrs. Nora Stlokney, Mrs. State Medical society. Dr? Jameson, leader, Ray Easton; topic, "The
“Pigskin Parade." with Stewart Er
1 Mr. and Mrs. Oliver P. Ingraham R.'ah Knight. Mrs. John Mills. Mrs. who is chairman of the scientific Seriousneu of Divorce," at 7 p. m.,
The remains of Rev. Father Ed
committee of the society, arranged
win and Arline Judge.
1 have returned to their home on Union Amanda Choate. Mrs. Caroline Daservice of prayer and praise, subject,
mund Murnane. D. D., which were
street after spending the greater part 1
Milton Rollins Jr., Mrs. Laforest the program for the next session of "A Working Theory;’’ 'fhursday, 7
When the Lions entertainment removed from the church lot at of the summer and two weeks' vaca- Hatch. Mrs. Jennie Wilson. Mrs. the organization.
p. m . prayer and praise service.
Miss (Wln.fred Burkett is substitut
course opened Wednesday night with I Mount Hope cemetery in Lewiston tion at their recently completed cot- j Velma Marsh and Mrs. Hanley.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald D. Dodge
ing at the Comique Theater while
the King's Ambassador Quartet, a 1 recently, were placed aboard the S S.
tage at Norton's Pond.
j
------have returned from a hunting trip at
,
Sythia
at
East
Boston
for
transfer
to
Miss
Dorothy
Dunbar
is
spending
a
small but delighted audience went
____
i Mrs. Myra Elwell was pleasantly
Perry.
away from the High School audi Ireland. Father Murnane, for 12
Mr. and Mrs. Carl F. Work were surprised Monday at the Home For vacation in Boston.
Earle Achorn Will preach Sunday
years
assistant
pastor
of
St.
Josephs
Miss Montana Thomas of North
torium to tell other music lovers the
honored at a social of Baraca Class Aged Women, when the Rev. and Mrs
morning
at the Warren Congrega
great treat they had missed. The Church, died Feb. 6. following a lin I of M. E. Church Wednesday night, C. E. Brooks. Mrs. May Gregory. Mrs east Harbor has been guest of Mr.
tional
Church
in the absence of Rev.
receipts of this course are to be de gering illness of heart disease. He and were presented with a table lamp, j Leila Worrey, Mrs. Thelma Stanley and Mrs. Ludwig Setter.
H.
I.
Holt.
Mr.
and Mrs. Holt went
Mr. and Mrs. J. Hugh Montgomery
voted to charity, the remaining en had also held pastorates at Winn and, Two new members were received, . and Mrs. Margaret Philbrook called
Monday
to
Exeter.
N. H„ where they
tertainments are to be of the same Lisbon Falls. He was ordained in Mrs. Elizabeth Passon and Mrs. Flora to observe her 84th birthday. Mrs. motored Friday to Boston.
will be guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. L.
Committal services were held
high class, and the admission fee is ( Rome in 1894 He was a native of | Beals.
Fifty guests enjoyed the , Elwell, who was very happy to re
Moody. Mrs. Holt will also go to
merely nominal. Prospective patrons Middleton parish, County Cork. Ire- games and contests, under direction I ceive these friends, was presented Thursday afternoon at Mountain
Boston for medical treatment.
are asked to bear this in mind—the l land, and it was to his native home of Miss Sherman. Refreshments were ' witl^ a beautiful bouquet of flowers , cemetery for Louise McAllister, who
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur K. Walker
Mordelia Merry-Makers appear at that the remains were transferred at served. Mrs. Thelma Stanley the and a birthday cake.
died last week in Boston. Rev. W. F.
returned Wednesday from a visit
the same place next Wednesday night. the request of the family in Ireland.
Brown, pastor of the Baptist Church
chairman.
with her sister in Orono.
•
The girl with the golden voice will
officiated.
Mrs. Lewis Coltart was hostess to
Rummage
sale
at
Universalist
vesJ
be heard and there will be many
Card party at Megunticook Grange
Knowing well the autumnal WI.N. Club Wednesday evening.
tern Wednesday at 4 o’clock. Miss
' try, Oct. 24 at 9 o'clock.—adv.
novel features.
grandeur that abounds in Maine at Honors at cards went to Mrs. Carl hall Saturday night. Refreshments
Call is first harpist of the Curtis
this time of the year. Mrs. Ruth Freeman. Mrs. Ralph Glendenning and prizes.
Symphony Orchestra.
American
Legion
Auxiliary
met
(Wentworth) Charlton was prompted '
cfinton ^Barbour? LaU
News -was received here yesterday
last night.
to make a hurried trip to Maine, her j lunch was served.
of the death in Chicago of Mrs.
Town
Manager
Percy
R
Keller
has
native State. Mrs. Chariton arrived
been invited to speak at the 23d an- Chauncey Keep, a member of the
from Norfolk. Va.. Monday and re
Miss Clara Waterman, who has nuai conference of the International local summer colony for many years.
turned for that city a few days there been the guest of relatives at North
Dr. and Mrs. Guy Blood arrive
after. Mrs. Charlton confided to Haven, spent Monday with her aunt City Manager's Association which
here today from Rosllndale. Mass., to
meets
Oct.
19-21
in
Richmond.
Va.
friends her intense longing to visit
Mrs. H. J Philbrook, enroute to her
Miss Marjorie Call,, famous harpist spend a few days with his parents,
scenes cf former years and to fully
home in Swampscott. Mass.
who
appeared here last August, will j Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. Blood who are
enjoy the beauty of Maine, parti
present
a program over the network returning with them after a short
cularly in this section at this time
Mr. and Mrs. O. G. Kalloch enter of the Columbian Broadcasting Sys- 1 visit in Rcslindale.
of the year, after an absence of tained a weekend party over the holi-1
several years. Mrs. Charlton regret
day at Drift Inn. Martinsville. Those .
ted deeply that her limited sojourn
present were Mr. and Mrs. E. S
made it impossible to call on several
Wales, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Gorman
relatives, friends and former pupils.
and Everett Wales of Wollaston
There will be six prizes in all with Mass.. ex-Alderman and Mrs. George
two all-expense cruises to Havana as F. Nichols of Everett, Mass., Miss
Eleanor Kalloch of Rockland. Miss
grand prizes.—adv.
Marlon Riley of Somerville, Mass
AMERICAN LEGION BUILDING
Mrs. Lucy W. Smith of Glenmere. A
pleasant feature of the occasion
was the first wedding anniversary of
Mr. and Mrs. Gorman, which fell on
Monday. They were surprised with
gifts and while Mrs. Wales played the
wedding march a very pretty cake,
decorated with a miniature bride and
groom and fancy frosting was pre
sented to them to which they re
sponded very gracefully. Dinner was
served after which cards and games
were enjoyed. Congratulations were
extended and wishes for happy re
To Their Original Fresh Trim Smartness
turns of the day.
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FINE ART of

NT {LEANING
RESTORES GARMENTS

New Arrivals I

SHIRTCRAFT

aHIRTS

BLACKINGTON’S
310 MAIN ST.,

POLLY

ROCKLAND

PRESTON

Strong Arch Shoes
~V7t>UT tkt mxrit (RlAlttLiiiC At\OP the rw&rf

I

• Smart new stripes, checks
and plaids, rich deeptones,
in the latest collar styles.
$165

$195

I • and I •
BLACKINGTON’S
310 MAIN ST.,

NECESSARY NEEDS
(For The Courier-Gazette)
A rose would be no rose
Without a hidden thorn;
Blue skies lack ln beauty
With never clouds at morn;
Earth would be a desert.
If there were no rain;
Spring would not be spring
If leaves came not again.

Autumn leaves and goldenrod
With their beauteous hues.
Would lose their morning sparkle
Without the frosty dews
Winter would be dreary
With no carpet white.
To glisten ln the sunshine
Or hide bare earth from sight.

Where would be the pleasure
Of living day by day.
If no clouds o'ercast the sky,
No shadows crossed our way?
•Tls life's Joys and sorrows
And changes ever new
That lift "the soul to greater heights
And create Joys anew.
Clara S. Overloek

Washington

EXPERT WORKMANSHIP ON REPAIRING,

RELINING AND ALTERATIONS

LADIES’ TAILORING

DRESSMAKING

SEE THE MODELS IN OUR WINDOW

EXAMINE THE FINE WORKMANSHIP
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There's \ W orld of Difference

Belueen The Old and Neu
You'll realize that, the minute
you hear a Stromberg-Carlton
with the "Labyrinth," most im
portant of the many exclusive
advances in 1937 StrombergCarlsons. You'll be amazed at
the wonderful bass reproduction
There is no "boom" — just the
natural, living tone that will as
tonish everyone who hears itl

Stromberg-Carlson
tv i 1 II

Acoustical Labyrinth

ROCKLAND, ME.

sphere js nothing finer than a Stromberg-Cartson
MUSICAL MARVELS
Pietro’s Accordion Company

Appear Wednesday Night

In Lions Course
The Mordelia Merry-Makers will
entertain next Wednesday at Rock
land High School, featuring two
piano-aceordions that know their
masters' touch. Pietro Mordelia. New
England's celebrated accordion vir
tuoso, brings his daughter Flora, the
"girl with the golden voice," to ex
change musical pleasantries with
him across two lilting, thrilling
piano-accordions.
Pietro learned to play his favorite
Instrument experimenting with those
made by his father in Boston, the
first accordion-maker in this coun
try. His piano novelties have made
his name famous throughout the
East, in addition to his accordion
playing. Pietro was again last June
the musical sensation of the Harvard
Reunions at Cambridge. He has
often appeared there at the banquets
and festivities of the "Old Grads"
who have known him since their
student days.
Daughter Flora, a charming and
attractive young lady who plays
piano, accordion, musical saw, flexophone, sings popular and classical
works, and reads with feeling and
interpretation, this last season won
the all-New England Beethoven prize
for voice.
Starting with a medley of grand
operatic selections, they swing
through patriotic melodies, folk
songs, pianologues, and costumed
numbers that reveal showmanship,
ability, and the native Latin love of

works with, which his name is asso
ciated. These include part of the
first movement of Beethoven's Moon
light Sonata, a Schubert impromptu,
and Liszt's second rhapsody.
• • • •
Once upon a time, comments
Variations in Musical Courier, it
meant something to be a maestro;
now it is the radio title for any band
leader.

MONDAY-TUESDAY

SMASH THIS MAN
x

, . . ot b is
racket will
wreck your
very home!
He's your

TODAY
CHARLES STARRETT
In
“CODE OF TIIE RANGE”

Every-Other-1
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Envy
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Measure our American Standard of Living
BY THESE YARDSTICKS:
I. With only 7* of the world's population, and but 6%
of the world's acreage, the United States has:
More than half the world's foodstuffs;
Half the world's communication facilities;
Nearly half the world’s railway and electric energy.

WO BILLION people are a lot of people.

How were things then? Look ...

Americans have more suits of

It’s the rest of the world's population, in

Men worked ten to twelve hours

clothes, shoes and shins than their

fact. Yet this vast number envy you ... the

a day . . . about 72 hours a week.

foreign brothers. Just as our wives

T

and sweetheans have more dresses,

way you live . . . the things you have . . . Ihe The factory—or shop—was hot in
summer, cold in winter... poorly

future ahead of you.

This envy is really admiration, too. Admiration
of the way you have marched forward under

ventilated always. Tools were
crude. And labor hard.

Tht avtragt man . . . and bit
family . . . flrft mon from tht
American plan of living than
the average ptnon anywhere!

silk stockings, hats. With us many

luxuries—auto, telephone, electric
lights —have become necessities.

We scarcely think of them as

our American plan of living. To shorter working

Little progress had been made

hours . . . higher wages .. . more home comforts

in aids for good housekeeping.

and luxuries ... better health and happier life.

Woman's work was never done. She worked hard

And you have liberty under the Constitution.

from early dawn until late at night.

You give up no personal liberty, no human

But sometimes you don’t realize how much you
do have under the American plan of living.

Sure...the "good old days." You can have them!

luxuries.

right to obtain more of life's good things, and
greater leisure in which to enjoy them.

Well, do this. Add up in your mind what it
would cost to replace all the possessions and

Has the Picture Changed?

services you have or enjoy. Suppose after a fire,

Today, many ride to work in their own cars...or on

More for More People

you had to start again—rebuild your home—with

a fast bus, trolley or train. They work about forty-

What brought this about? Simply an American

its furniture, rugs, books, pictures, radio, refriger

eight hours a week in a modern plant, or office.

plan of living. A sound, proved plan which de

ator, washing machine, furnace and vacuum cleaner.

Wages are up. Eighty-five per cent of all our

Count in your auto, your clothes—and your

national income goes to those who work for a liv

We've been pretty good at that sort of thing

family’s clothes... your kitchen and all its utensils.

ing. Cars, radios... a thousand comforts and luxu

here in America. Better than any other nation. In

It all amounts to quite a tidy sum. doesn’t it? Add

ries are in most families. Amusements are plentiful

fact that’s why we have more.

to it your insurance ... and the total rises. And

and there is time to enjoy them. A housewife can

You .,. and every one of your friends ... all

what is true of you is true bf most of your

have time to better plan her children’s education...

©f you stockholders in the United States, Inc.,

fellow Americans.

shop, play bridge, visit a beauty parlor, read — and

want this progress to continue—for your sake—

pends on producing more for more people.

We consume:
Half the world's coffee;
Half the world's tin;
Three-fourths the world's silk;
One-third the world’s coal;
Two-thirds the world's crude oil.
In comparison with Europe, we have;
Nearly three times as many radios per person;
Five times as many telephones;
Nearly a dozen times as many automobiles;
Four times as many miles of railroads.
II. Tht American home is more comfortable and more
sanitary. For example:
70% of houses in the U. S. have electricity;
(over 11 kilowatt hours can be bought for an
hour's wage in the U. S., as against 5.59 kilowatt
hours in the European country nearest approach
ing us in that respect.)
10,000,000 vacuum cleaners are in use;
10,500,000 washing machines are in use;
21,000,000 electric irons are in use.

III. Among the many social benefits in our standard of
living are:
Health facilities:
Hospital beds increased 100% from 1909 to 1950;
Clinical laboratories in hospitals increased 45%,
1922-30;
X-ray apparatus increased 64%, 1922-30;
Death rate dropped about 50%, 1890- 1933 (19-6
per 1000 to 10.7 per 1000).
Education:
30,000,000 are enrolled in American schools;
College and normal school enrollment increased
from 237,000 io 1900 to 1,144,703 in 1932;
AMERICA SPENDS MORE FOR EDUCATION
THAN ALL THE OTHER COUNTRIES OF
THE WORLD COMBINED.

i

Recreation:
Americans spend $10,000,000,000 a year for recre
ational purposes.

enjoy countless other pleasures—because she has

for the benefit of generations to come. There’s

Back to Yesterday

modern industry working at home for her. Families

no reason why it can’t.

Everybody’s memory is short. We tend to forget

enjoy fresh vegetables all year round. We don’t

As this nation grows, you grow. As this Amer

how things used to be in the "good old days.”

have to live in California or Florida to have oranges

ican plan of living grows, you grow. Keep faith

A free copy of a comprehensive booklet, "Two Billion

You’ve read about them in school. Let’s refresh

or grapefruit. Children go to good schools... and

with it... support it... believe in it. It’s you and

People Envy You, "now being prepared, will be sent you.

your memory.

there’s a doctor and dentist nearby.

you are it!

Write to Room 2036,11 West 42ndStreet, New York City.

Ifyou are interested in this subject, learn more about it..

(This is No. 4 of a Series of Advertisements on America)

NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL COUNCIL
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